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F E A T U R E D  H E R O

Harry Bologna is a decorated Navy SEAL, serving 22 years. Losing 

both lower legs in Afghanistan in 2015 didn’t dissuade Harry from his 

passion for life and the outdoors. His collaboration with Winkler Knives 

and Case to build the Recurve Utility No. 6 is just another milestone in 

his incredible life story.

CASE, ,  , CASEXX, TESTED XX, XX, Case 6.5 BoneStag and various other marks used herein are registered trademarks of CaseMark,Inc.

AVAILABLE IN BLACK CANVAS LAMINATE - #43177
AND TAN CANVAS LAMINATE - #43176  (SHOWN)
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MOSAIC
DESIGNS

METAL
POWDERS

J-Flex
LOPED
T

PHENOLIC
HANDLE MATERIAL

N USA
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RN #36

RODUCTS

EX
MOLDING

Maker
Bill Kennedy

Maker
Joe Wheeler

Maker
Steven Potts

2” x 72” Belts
80 through 400 Grits

$5.95 each

Each design is available in four combinations of
quality brass and nickel silver.

Kydex® is sold in 12” x 12” sheets. All colors
available in .080” thickness. Black & OD Green

available in .060”, .080” & .093”.

Nautical
Star

Pinwheel Hammer
& Anvil

Sunbeam Dragon Texas

Made in the USA at Jantz Supply.
Each design is meticulously crafted with the

knifemaker in mind to create a singular style for your
knife. Watch for more designs as they are developed
at www.knifemaking.com

$

Great for shaping handles and edging 
curved/recurved blades. Helps

prevent the edge of the belt
from digging in while

working tight
curves.

CAT.# DESCRIPTION PRICE

J3628

J3608

E3672

MP870

K363

K364

K367

D2 Blade
440C Blade

Ironwood Handle
1/8” x 12” Mosaic Pin

Brass Bolster
Stainless Bolster

Nickel Silver Bolster

34.95

33.95

39.95

20.95

7.95

8.95

9.95

CAT.# DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

PS845

PS955

PSNI1

1084 Powder Steel
1095 Powder Steel
Pure Nickel Powder

5 lbs
5 lbs
1 lb

17.95

17.95

36.95

7 5/8" Overall, Blade 3"L x 1”W x 1/8”T.  

Holes 1/8" & 1/4".  

MP870

1/8” Copper Wheel

Mosaic Pin

Very fine granulated metal powder for 
making canister damascus.

Single Hand

Lock & Release

Latch



PINECONE/RESIN

SWEET GUM POD/RESIN

$29.20 per set

$45.60 per set

FOR A
QUALITY
KNIFE,
START
WITH A
QUALITY
BLADE.

100%

MADE

IN USA.

FLAT

GROUND

FROM THE

BEST

USA

MADE

STEEL.

For

on these products,

scan the QR code. 

Or go to https://goo.gl/BV9KEA

FOLLOW US ON

1-800-351-8900

JUMA
®

N

2018
JANTZ CATALOG

$5.00 Postage Fee

PO BOX 584
DAVIS OK

73030

NATURAL MATERIAL
in RESIN

HEAT TREATING
& FORGING

1080, 1084 & 1095

STEEL

Unique in design and 
coloration, JUMA is a high-grade 

resin based material mixed with different 
mineral bases to create a special look 
for your knife.  Excellent machinability for 
drilling, milling, grinding and polishing.

 Juma is sold in sets of 2 scales.
approx. 1/4”Th x 1.5”W x 5”L.

HEAT SENSITIVE – keep Juma cool
when working to prevent warping or chipping. 

Hamon 
Glop

Ferric 
Chloride

Quench
    Oil

Acid 
Neutralizer

Sold in sets of 2 scales, 
Each 5” x 1 1/2” x 3/8”

     MAKE 

    THIS

 KNIFE

CAT.# DESCRIPTION HRC PRICE

J2958

JD329

CPM 154 Fillet Blade
Damascus Fillet Blade

59-60
58-60

29.95

59.95

10” g , g oles. 

Northern 
Fillet 
Blade shown 
in Damascus 
with natural giraffe 
bone handle and 
decorative torx screws 
for fasteners. 



OUR TRUE 
PASTIME
STORY AND PHOTO BY JOSHUA SWANAGON

LOCKED ON

The Morris Knives
Classic Hunter is a great
blend of bushcraft and
hunting knife, and the
beautiful wood scales
give it a classic look
that harkens to days
gone by.

Follow
Knives
Illustrated
Magazine
on Instagram:
@KnivesIllustrated-
Magazine

“TODAY, AS WE CARRY ON THE 
TRADITION OF HUNTING, IT IS LESS 
ABOUT SPORT AND MORE ABOUT 

PAYING HOMAGE TO OUR HERITAGE.”

I
t was a way of life once. As I write this I am traveling 

across this great country of ours to visit family in my 

home state of Colorado. As my wife and I drive across 

the now-tamed landscape that is these United States, 

I am reminded of our founding fathers, who forged the 

path for so many to come after them.

The harsher the terrain, the more I realize that we come from 

very stout folk. For them, hunting was not a sport but an 

absolute necessity. Although they did have covered wagons 

and could bring food along for the trip, it was a very limited 

supply considering it took anywhere from weeks to months or 

even years to cross the vast, uncharted expanse, depending 

on how far they were going. They did not have the luxury 

of stopping of  at the Circle K to pick up some last-minute 

snacks; instead, they had to stop and set up camp for a while 

to hunt and restock their food supply.

Today, as we carry on the tradition of hunting, it is less about 

sport and more about paying homage to our heritage. 

Although hunting is no longer a necessity, it is still a part of 

who we are. It is important that we hold on to the traditions 

that have been passed down from those tough-as-nails 

settlers that came before us and created a country that is 

loved by so many. By holding on to these traditions, we honor 

the hard work and struggle that early settlers endured in 

search of a better life for themselves and generations to come.

This year, as you fi nd yourself on the hunt, take time to refl ect 

on your forefathers and the struggle and strife they went 

through. Hold true to the lessons that have been passed down 

from generation to generation. Take heart in the importance 

of those teachings, because not too long ago, these lessons 

kept your ancestors alive so you could be here today enjoying 

one of our greatest pastimes.

Stay sharp and keep it real.  KI
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Flexcut.com
Made in USA

The Carvin’ Jack® ...there’s no other

tool like it in the entire world. 

You will love whittlin’ and carvin’ with this jack-

knife. With six locking edge tools, it’s a complete 

carving kit in your pocket. Carvin’ Jack comes 

with a leather belt mounted sheath and a custom 

fit SlipStrop® for keeping edges sharp.  At just 

over 4 inches, Carvin’ Jack is the take-it-with-you 

pocket carver that could become your new 

best friend. 



BY MICHAEL D’ANGONA

HUNTING HELPERS

GEAR UP

GEAR THAT MAKES YOUR TIME OUTDOORS A BIT EASIER

01

02

05

Hunting, even for seasoned professionals, is not easy, and scoring game is not a given. Add 

to this the problems of not having the correct or functioning gear, and things get much 

worse. At least you can eliminate the latter with some helpful new items hitting the market. 

All of these amazing new products work singularly or as a team to give you an edge when 

immersed in the outdoors. 
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Capacity: 32 gallons, 120 pounds ice, 120 cans
(2:1 ice/content ratio)
CNC-machined aluminum handles with
integrated bottle-opener
Obstruction-free top-mount lid latches
No-fall lid locks keep lid open

vailable in gray, sand, white or aqua

ordovaCoolers.com
SRP: $399.99

DIY Thermo-fit molded earpieces
Uses percussive impulse filter technology
ANSI IPIL certified up to 166 dB
Situational awareness
Maximum protection NRR 31

eciBullz.com
SRP: $74.99

Blade length: 3.5 inches
Overall length: 11.5 inches
Blade material: Stainless steel
Oiled curly birch and reindeer antler handle
100% authentic leather sheath
Made in Sweden

ueRidgeKnives.com
SRP: $251.99

Includes 240 call sounds (featuring 50 sounds
from Tony Tebbe)
300-yard no-line-of-sight remote range
Stores more than 450 sound files internally
Free unlimited sound library downloads
Exceptional volume and sound clarity

cludes high-quality decoy
ays .mp3 and .wav file formats

oTec.com
SRP: $395

Overall length: 5.75 inches
Blade length: 2.38 inches
Handle: Tan canvas Micarta
Included tan Kydex sheath 
Injection-molded nylon sheath clip
Designed by Matt Graham

opsKnives.com
SRP: $120

Rechargeable 5,200-mah lithium battery for 
long-lasting runtime
Dual-sided heat reaching 120°F/50°C operating 
temperature 
Five heat settings 
Battery and heat indicator lights

arges USB-compatible devices, including 
obile phones, tablets and cameras
ll one-year warranty

ppo.com
SRP: $44.95

SPECS & FEATURES

SPECS & FEATURES

SPECS & FEATURES FEATURES

01 Cordova 125 XL Cooler
This cooler is big, bad and in control of whatever you need to keep cold 

and secure. Its roomy interior space allows you to store everything from 

kid’s party juice boxes to freshly killed game after a long day’s hunt. Trilock 

quad-core rubber gaskets create an extra tight seal, while its eco-friendly 

foam provides the best insulation rating of equivalent coolers on the 

market today. Whether in your backyard or deep in the Alaskan wilderness, 

the Cordova 125 XL will stand up to years upon years of abuse and come 

back for more. The cooler is constructed in the USA, with a lifetime warranty.  

Ideal for hardcore hunters, fi sherman or the weekend warrior in you. 

02 Decibullz Custom-Molded 
Percussive Shooting Filters
Never needs batteries, custom fi ts perfectly to an individual’s ear 

shape and suppresses gun shots, artillery fi re or explosions to safe 

levels to protect users from ear damage, that’s Decibullz shooting 

filters at their best. Very easy-to-use, just warm the earpiece in water 

and shape to desired fi t. Reheat and reshape whenever needed to 

maintain maximum ear protection. The package comes complete with 

two sets of thermo-fi t earpieces; two percussive fi lters; a premium 

hard carrying case; small, medium and large isolation and fl ange tips; 

and detailed instructions. 

04 Blue Ridge Knives’ Karesuando 
Stoera Hunter’s Axe
Chop your way through the toughest logs with this heavy-duty, 

large-handled axe. With a solid handle and plenty of weight behind it, 

the Stoera should be your closest companion when venturing into the 

wilderness. Firewood, shelter and personal protection, this axe does it 

all. It’s durable construction and fi ne craftsmanship will stand up to the 

harshest outdoor conditions and will of er reliability for years to come. 

The axe comes complete with a belt sheath and diamond sharpener. 

05 ICOtec’s The Outlaw 
Programmable Game Call
The Outlaw sports professional-grade durability, outstanding 

sound quality, long-range remote activation and hundreds of call 

sounds to make it one of the most sophisticated and useful call/

decoy combos on the market today. Developed by professional 

predator hunters, you’ll get high performance without premium 

pricing. The Outlaw features adjustable speed control, an LED light 

for nighttime hunting, long battery life and a large, easy-to-read 

remote display. It’s tripod mountable and comes complete with all 

necessary cables. 

03 Top Knives’ Little Bugger
Good things come in small packages, and the Little Bugger, designed by 

survivalist Matt Graham, is proof of this. Sporting an ultra-sharp modifi ed 

Scandi-grind blade, and a fi rm, shortened handle, this compact knife can be 

carried nearly anywhere without the burden of extra weight or bulk holding 

you down. The Little Bugger features full-tang construction and is easily 

concealable under just about any type of clothing. The included lightweight 

sheath weighs less than 2 ounces, and the narrow J-clip attaches the 

sheath easily to your belt or pack. Perfect for extreme minimalists, runners, 

light hikers or anyone who needs a compact knife on the go.

06 Zippo Six-Hour Rechargeable 
Hand Warmer
Technology has reached the outdoors, and luckily for you, it’s in the 

form of warmth and needed power for your devices. This amazing 

device produces instant heat at the touch of a button for up to six full 

hours. No more shivering or covering your hands in multiple layers of 

gloves. Just activate the device and enjoy even heat to warm up your 

frigid fi ngers. Multiple settings allow more or less heat depending 

upon your needs, while its integrated USB port allows you to charge 

small electronics as you continue on your outdoor adventure.    

SPECS & FEATURES

SPECS & FEATURES
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OUTSIDE THE WIRE

MILITARY-BACKED SURVIVALIST, MYKEL HAWKE, EXPLAINS WHY
A KNIFE SHOULD BE YOUR GO-EVERYWHERE TOOL
BY MICHAEL D’ANGONA WITH MYKEL HAWKE

A HAWKE’S 
PERSPECTIVE

M
ykel Hawke is a literal jack 

of all trades, and he shows 

no signs of stopping. 

Mykel, who is extremely 

dedicated to his country, enlisted in 

the military in 1982 and served for 12 

years, retiring from the U.S. Special 

Forces as Captain. From there he 

continued to stay active protecting 

and helping our country as a reservist 

and National Guard member. He’s held 

top level security clearance and has 

been in and around numerous conflicts 

as both soldier and contractor. 

During quieter civilian times, Mykel didn’t 

rest. He’s authored numerous books, 

including Hawke’s Green Beret Survival 

Manual and Hawke’s Special Forces 

Handbook, and helped to design tactical 

knives and other self-defense tools to

assist in evening the odds when danger

comes knocking at your door.

He is an accomplished martial artist,

television personality, producer, supports

numerous charitable foundations and

organizations—and does it all without

missing a beat.

Now, Mykel shares his experiences

when it comes to bladed weapons, their

importance in everyday life, and why 

proper knife training is an absolute must.   

 

01WITH ALL OF THE GEAR THAT 

YOU MAY HAVE CARRIED 

DURING YOUR TIME IN ACTIVE 

SERVICE, HOW IMPORTANT WAS IT 

TO HAVE A KNIFE BY YOUR SIDE AT 

ALL TIMES? 

I can say unequivocally that having a 

knife has been an absolute imperative 

throughout all my military service, about 

25 years total. 

As a Special Forces Communications 

Sergeant, I found the Leatherman-

style tools essential for repairing radios 

and rigging antennas and the other 

electrical work. 

As a Special Forces Medic, I relied heavily

on the Swiss-Army-style tools, as I found

the scissors, tweezers and other more

‘gentlemanly’ tools were well suited for

the subtler work of dealing with wounds

and dressings.

As a Special Forces Intelligence Sergeant,

and later as a Special Forces Team

Commander, I found the other tools

that had pens, lights and magnifying

glasses in them quite handy for the

more administrative tasks that might be 

required in a fi eld environment.

As a Jump Master, a good, strong folding 

knife that was a quick pull was one of 

the best tools I used daily for a lot of 

work around rigging bundles and kit for 

Airborne operations. 

As a fi eld soldier, especially doing survival 

or guerrilla operations, I relied on my fi xed 

as a primary tool for every manner of task 

you can imagine. 

 

02WHAT WAS YOUR KNIFE 

OF CHOICE—IF YOU HAD A 

CHOICE—WHILE IN THE MILITARY? 

AND IN CIVILIAN LIFE? 

One of the many great things about 

being in the Green Berets or any Special 

Operations Forces is that you do get a

choice on a lot of your personal gear. And

they often give you some neat gear you

might not have thought of or that you

wouldn't have considered purchasing for

yourself because it was new, expensive or

both. So, we got to try lots of blades over

the years.

Being qualified in multiple Special Forces

MOSs or Military Occupational Specialties

[18A, 18D, 18E, 18F], I always tried to

Contact
MykelHawke.com
Instagram:
@mykelhawke-
pro_hawkebrand

Facebook.com/Mykel-
HawkeProfessional/

Twitter.com/mykel-
hawke
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Soldiers graduating from the Special Forces Qualification
Course were presented the Yarborough knife along
with their Green Beret. They signed for it, and it became
military property. Today, civilian versions are created
without the specific “Yarborough” name and serial
number, so don’t hesitate to pick up yours today.

Maker: Chris Reeve Knives
Blade Design: William W. Harsey and Chris Reeve
(design by William Harsey, function and manufacturing
input by Chris Reeve)
Blade Material: Stainless CPM S35VN steel with KG
Gun-Kote
Blade Length: 7 inches
Blade Thickness: 0.22 inch
Overall Length: 12.375 inches
Weight: 12.8 ounces
Blade Hardness: 55-57 RC
Blade Style: Spear point
Blade Finish: PVD
Handle: Canvas Micarta
Handle Thickness: 0.97 inch
Sheath: Black nylon
KnifeArt.com

SPECS
be the best team member I could, so I

carried the knives that helped me do my

duties for my team. That meant I carried

a Leatherman kit, a Swiss Champion kit

and my fixed blade, as well as a standard

folder for my pocket with a clip. My waist

looked like I was wearing Batman's belt.

My fixed blade before 9/11 was usually

a Cold Steel blade like the SRK or Recon

tanto, always black with a rubber handle

grip, of course. After 9/11, I was in the

second class issued a serial-numbered

Yarborough knife. I decided there was

no use putting it in a box or on a shelf, so

that was my carry for the remainder of

my service as an o�cer from 2001-11, and

I carried it to war in Afghanistan too.

My folder for the longest time was the

classic Buck knife, but as my other gear

requirements grew, my need to lighten

my load grew as well, so I went with the

lighter weight folders from Spyderco,

Kershaw, Fox, Böker, Kizer, CRKT and

Benchmade. I usually gave these to locals

after a mission, and then picked up new

ones, hence the wide variety.

03HAS THERE EVER BEEN A

TIME IN YOUR LIFE WHEN

YOU HAD TO USE YOUR KNIFE IN

A LIFE-OR-DEATH OR AN EQUALLY

DANGEROUS SITUATION?

There have been a couple of times when

I needed my knife for a life-or-death

situation but never in combat. As a

civilian, I once got attacked by three men

with two knives each! I pulled out my

folder and stood my ground. I think the

fact I didn't run or cower psyched them

out more than anything, and they broke

ranks and fled.

The other time, I was climbing freehand

with a Green Beret brother on unknown

clifs about 900 feet up. We hit a tall

patch of soft soil and it began to drizzle.

Everything we grabbed gave way, so I

pulled out my fixed blade and stabbed

it deep into the soil and we used that to

climb out. Since then, one of my hard

standards for any fixed blade is this: If I

can't stick it into a crack in the rocks, and

I can’t stand on it without it breaking, it’s

not strong enough for me.

04HOW IMPORTANT IS IT

THAT EVERY PERSON

CARRY SOME TYPE OF KNIFE NO

MATTER WHERE THEY TRAVEL

THROUGHOUT THEIR DAY, BUT

WITH THE CAVEAT THAT THEY

DO SO ONLY AFTER LEARNING

SOME BASIC OFFENSIVE AND

DEFENSIVE KNIFE TECHNIQUES?

There is no doubt in my military mind

that everyone needs a knife, every day.

Try going one day without any knife, not

even in your kitchen or at a meal, and

you'll see. That said, it’s like a gun: Carry

it, to be sure, but also learn how to use

it. Start with defense, same as fighting

with a gun or your bare hands. Then

take it up a level to ofense, because

sooner or later, you will encounter a

need to fight with it.

05SPEAKING OF TRAINING,

AND WITH YOU HAVING

A DIVERSE MARTIAL ARTS

BACKGROUND, WHAT STYLES OF

MARTIAL ARTS ARE BEST SUITED

FOR LEARNING DISARMING

TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING

TO PROPERLY HANDLE A KNIFE

SO THAT IT BECOMES NATURAL

DURING A FIGHT?

Like many, I started learning whatever

was closest to me and easiest to do.

For me that was kenpo karate and then

wushu kung-fu. Neither style felt ideal

for me, so I studied some wing chun

kung-fu, which was also taught by the

military to Special Forces for a while, but

it didn’t suit me fully, either.

I then found an aikido and judo master,

Karl Geis. He insisted all his students

master judo first, so those became my

two favorite arts, one for ground fighting

and one for standing.

What aikido taught me was to control

the man, control the head. I do not spend

time trying to disarm a knife or even a gun

if they get close enough for my hands to

touch them. I go directly to disarming the

entire opponent, of which, the knife is a

sub-system of their attack.

Teaching knife fighting is always of

interest to me as a martial artist, but I find

the entire knife issue is usually diminished

by carrying a gun. We were taught knife

take-downs for sentries in the early days,

so for me, knife fighting as a study is not

for everyone.

06FINALLY, AT WHAT

AGE DO YOU FEEL IT IS

APPROPRIATE FOR YOUNG ONES

TO LEARN ABOUT PROPER KNIFE

HANDING AND RESPONSIBILITY?

Simple, as early as seven years old is a

good guideline. I taught knives to my

kids as early as they were ready—five

years old for fishing and such. I teach Boy

Scouts knife safety around eight and nine

using plastic knives and soap to learn the

basics. Like anything, you must read the

child’s interest and ability and adjust, but

earlier is better when appropriate. KI

Mykel Hawke, during 
his tour in Afghanistan, 
equipped for patrol 
in the desert-like 
mountains.  Photo 
credit: Mykel Hawke

Opposite: Mykel Hawke, 
during active duty, 
patrolling the mountain 
tops with his trusty 
Yarborough by his side. 
Photo credit: Mykel 
Hawke
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BY DARRON RICHMOND

POINTS OF INTEREST

“WRIST-FLICK” FOLDERS
UNDER PROHIBITED GRAV
KNIFE UMBRELLA IN NEW

BATTLIN
AGAINST
IGNORAN

SWITCHBLADE BAN 
REPEALED

Switchblade Freedom Day was oi  cially Aug. 1 

in Louisiana. That's the day Governor Edwards 

signed Knife Rights’ bill to repeal Louisiana’s 

ban on possession of switchblades. The 

bill repealed the total ban on switchblade 

knives and allowed for the carry of a 

switchblade provided it is not “intentionally 

concealed on one’s person.” That provision 

was necessary to gain the neutrality of the 

sheri� ’s department and the state police. 

Manufacture and sale of automatic knives 

also became legal. 

As for switchblade EDC, Knife Rights 

Chairman Doug Ritter said, “Allowing for 

concealed carry of a switchblade in Louisiana 

is complicated, but Knife Rights will continue 

to look for opportunities to fi x this aspect of 

the law in the future.”  

errT
he issue: New York City’s 

policy of treating any lock-

ing-blade folding knife that 

can be “wrist fl icked” to open 

as a prohibited gravity knife.

Knife Rights has fi led its petition for a 

rehearing by the full court, known as “en 

banc,” after a three-judge panel of the 

United States Court of Appeals for the 

Second Circuit ruled in favor of New York 

City and District Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr. 

in Knife Rights’ long-running federal civil 

rights case. 

THE TRUE PROBLEM
In a 45-page decision, the court failed to fo-

cus on the essential constitutional problem 

with the law, that being, the total inability 

for anyone to clearly determine if a knife 

they wish to possess is legal. The plain-

tif -appellants’ petition for panel rehearing 

makes four key arguments for rehearing 

where the panel’s decision is in confl ict with 

well-established U.S. Supreme Court and 

Second Circuit precedent. 

Knife Rights Chairman Doug Ritter said, 

“We hope that the full Court of Appeals for 

the Second Circuit will recognize the errors 

made by this three-judge panel and that 

they will rehear the case en banc.”

INCORRECTLY
GROUPED 
TOGETHER 
As if New York wasn’t already a confus-

ing legal and regulatory nightmare for 

honest, law-abiding knife owners, the 

highest court in the state recently upheld 

a mailroom clerk’s conviction for pos-

session of an assisted-opening (spring- 

assisted) folding knife under the premise 

that the knife was an illegal switchblade, 

prohibited under New York law. 

In response to this unfortunate decision, 

a motion for re-argument and an amicus 

brief (friend of the court) were recently 

fi led. The motion for re-argument notes 

that the defendant’s pro bono attorneys 

provided inef ective counsel, at least in 

part due to their own ignorance of the 

dif erences between an assisted opener 

and a switchblade. Beyond that, the fact 

that the court made its one-paragraph 

decision via abbreviated procedure with-

out oral arguments is also at issue. This 

suggests that the court had no idea that 

their decision could adversely impact 

hundreds of thousands of law-abiding 

New Yorkers who possess assisted-open-

ing knives.

World renowned knifemaker Ken 

Onion, who invented the fi rst com-

mercially successful assisted-open-

ing knife, along with Knife Rights 

Foundation, fi led the amicus brief. 

Knife Rights funded both the motion 

for re-argument and the amicus. 

PROTECTING 
YOURSELF 
At this juncture, anyone living in New 

York State, or who visits or travels 

through New York State, should be 

warned that they risk arrest and jail if 

they carry an assisted-opening folding 

knife. Retailers within New York State 

may want to consider their potential 

criminal liability in continuing to sell 

assisted-opening knives.  KI

“… THE COURT HAD NO 
IDEA THAT THEIR DECISION 

COULD ADVERSELY 
IMPACT HUNDREDS OF 
THOUSANDS OF LAW-

ABIDING NEW YORKERS.”
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PERSONAL DEFENSE

NECK KNIFE TACTICS FOR LIFESAVING SELF-DEFENSE OPTIONS

On The Web

Martial Blade Concepts

MartialBladeConcepts.com

HANGING

HELPER
STORY BY MICHAEL JANICH

C
arrying any weapon for 

personal defense is a 

balancing act between 

combative function and user 

convenience. If you’re ever forced to 

use it when confronted by an attacker, 

bigger is generally better. However, 

when it comes to carry, smaller and 

lighter usually makes it easier to 

conceal, so you’re more likely to always 

have it nearby and ready to use.

One style of knife that tackles this 

problem in a unique way is the neck 

knife. Neck knives are basically small 

fi xed-blade knives with sheaths that 

allow them to be worn around the neck 

like military dog tags and are easily 

accessible when or if an attack occurs. 

CHOOSING THE 
CORRECT KNIFE
In addition to blades that are shorter 

than average, most neck knives also 

have less-than-ideal edge geometry. 

Avoid those and choose a knife with a 

broad blade, high bevel and real cutting 

capability. A thrusting point is fi ne, but 

puncture wounds with a sub-3-inch 

blade aren’t likely to stop an attacker 

decisively, so resist the urge to focus on 

stabbing. 

Look for knives with handles that are 

long and wide enough to of er a fi rm 

grip and those that are asymmetrically 

shaped, which allows easy edge 

orientation by feel. Be particularly 

careful with integral steel handles. 

Although they conceal well, they can be 

slippery and make it di�  cult to manage 

impact shock. 

Your knife’s sheath should retain the 

weapon in a handle-down orientation, 

without the need for any mechanical 

devices, leaving enough handle exposed 

for a solid pre-draw grip. It should also 

be wide enough to lay fl at and present 

the knife in a consistent orientation 

without it spinning or moving about 

from your normal body motion.

RETRIEVING 
YOUR LIFESAVING 
WEAPON
The fi rst, and without a doubt, one 

of the most important aspects of 

defending yourself with a neck knife 

is being able to secure it and quickly 

respond to a sudden threat. Unlike 

most weapons, neck knives require 

a two-handed draw. Committing 

both of your hands to any action 

leaves you momentarily vulnerable, 

so fi rst you need to earn your draw. 

Whether it’s unarmed defenses, 

movement, use of obstacles or simply 

recognizing the threat from a safe 

distance, your priority should be to 

do whatever is necessary to create 

the time needed to draw your knife. 

In general, I recommend only having 

one layer of clothing between your 

hand and your neck knife. If you wear 

multiple layers, tuck the layers closest 

to your skin into your pants so your hand 

doesn’t inadvertently reach between 

Above: Neck knives 
come in various lengths 
and designs. Choose 
one that fi ts naturally 
within your hand. Photo 
by Michael Janich
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the wrong layers of clothing when you 

initiate your draw. 

If your personal style doesn’t work with 

that, you can also carry the knife next 

to your body and reach under multiple 

layers of clothing to get to it. Assuming 

the most challenging situation—carrying a 

neck knife under a tucked shirt—start the 

actual draw process by gripping your shirt 

fi rmly with your non-weapon hand just 

above your belt. Pull your shirt straight 

up out of your pants and away from your 

body so you can reach under it with the 

other hand to establish a solid grip on the 

knife’s handle. 

Once you’ve gripped the handle, move 

your free hand up and stick it to your

forehead just above your eyebrow. This 

creates a solid guard and protects your 

head and neck. Pull the knife straight 

down, keeping it away from your body 

so you don’t cut yourself as it clears 

the sheath. 

PUTTING YOUR 
BLADE INTO 
ACTION
Once your knife is drawn, you should  

apply the skills and tactics of your 

personal knife-fi ghting skill set, adapting 

as needed, based upon the limitations 

of your weapon. Even if your neck knife’s 

design does allow full-force cuts and 

thrusts, you should acknowledge the 

fact that those tactics alone may not 

be enough to disable your attacker.

FROM VICTIM TO
AGGRESSOR
You should be prepared to augment

your knife techniques with some solid

low-line kicking skills. Use your initial

responses with the knife to defend

against the attacking limb and ideally

compromise your assailant’s vision, then

finish with knee- or ankle-breaking kicks

that put your attacker down decisively

and allow you to escape.

Like any other weapon, the neck knife

is not a self-defense cure-all but an

integral part of your entire self-defense

repertoire. To make it a viable option

for defending your life, choose your tool

carefully, understand and accept its

limitations, and train diligently to make

your skills as potent as possible. KI

A NECK KNIFE’S 
PROS AND CONS

On the pro side, neck knives are fixed 
blades, so they are reasonably strong 
and simple to deploy. Since they are 
worn around the neck, they are also 
compatible with all styles of dress. 

The disadvantages of neck knives are
that they must be small, light and
flat enough to be worn comfortably
and discreetly under a shirt. Their
sheaths must also be secure enough
to retain the inverted knife, allowing
a quick draw without offering your
attacker a ready-made garrote he can
use against you.

Based on these parameters, most
neck knives tend to measure 6 inches
or less overall and have blades in the
1- to 3-inch range. That makes them
significantly less capable than larger
knives. It also means that if you
decide to trust your life to one, you
need to choose your weapon carefully
and make sure your self-defense

tactics are solid.

01 through 10: 
Against a high 
forehand stabbing 
attack, the defender 
fi rst stops the attack 
with a two-handed 
shoulder stop and 
follows with a knee 
to the groin, allowing 
him time to earn 
the draw of his neck 
knife. When the 
assailant attacks 
again, the defender 
counters with a scis-
soring crossada cut 
to the fl exor tendons 
and a backhand cut 
across the eyes. To 
fi nish the encounter 
decisively, he adds a 
stomp to the knee to 
destroy the attack-
er’s mobility. Photos 
by J. Wayde Allen.

01 06

02 07

03 08

04 09

05 10
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THE GENTLE
MASTER

JASON KNIGHT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES AND TO THE
FOREFRONT OF HIS JOURNEY TO MASTERSMITH

STORY BY JOSHUA SWANAGON
PHOTOS BY SHARPBYCOOP AND THE HISTORY CHANNEL

FOURTH IN A SERIES:
FORGED IN FIRE
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Below: Kukri-style 
knives, like those below, 
allow the wielder's 
power to transfer 
from his arm to the 
heavy portion of the 
blade.  Photo credit: 
SharpByCoop 

Opposite: Jason Knight 
has made a name for 
himself by creating 
awesome kukri-style 
knives as well as 
appearing on "Forged 
in Fire." Photo credit: 
HISTORY

H
is passion is evident 

with every word. To 

see Jason Knight on 

“Forged in Fire” you 

might get the impression that 

he’s a mean hombre who strikes 

fear in the hearts of contestants. 

But when speaking with him, 

you’ll discover a gentle soul with 

a soft-spoken demeanor.

Having won the “Forged in Fire” 

pilot episode (which never aired) 

and helping with the concept of the 

show, it is easy to see why Jason 

has what it takes to be so popular 

with fans and is a uniquely qualified 

judge: He has a particular insight into 

the show that is apparent whenever 

the camera is on him. 

I recently had the opportunity to 

speak with Jason on the record.

The Road to 
Perfection
KI: Having had a passion for forging 

from a young age, was it your two 

weeks at the ABS class that inspired 

you to become a Mastersmith? Or 

were there other inspirations?

JK: I was less concerned about the 

Mastersmith ranking and more 

concerned about learning to make 

better knives. I don’t even mark my 

knives with Mastersmith because it 

isn’t about that for me.

KI: Although you had already been 

doing stock removal, and had built 

relationships with the likes of Daniel 

Winkler and George Herron, what was it 

about the ABS class that really hooked 

you for good in forging?

JK: I realized that by forging I could 

make any shape and dimension that I 

wanted, including integral, wide blades, 

curvy blades and anything I had seen 

in history. With stock removal, I was 

limited in what I could achieve.

KI: You have mentioned that your 

grandmother backed your desire to 

become a bladesmith, but did you 

have any detractors along the way? 

JK: When I graduated high school in 

1991, I wanted to be a blacksmith, 

and everybody laughed and 

thought it was the dumbest thing 

they had ever heard. Nobody is 

laughing now; they are having 

me make items for them. I was 

originally sculpting and doing 

freelance artwork but not making 

much money at it. I wanted to 

continue my art, so I took a job at 

a tire shop, and my grandmother 

asked if I wanted to do that or 

my artwork for the rest of my life. 

I answered, ‘No, I want to be a 

blacksmith.’ So, she helped me with 

that goal and gave me the support 

I needed for about three years as I 

learned blacksmithing.

“I WAS LESS CONCERNED ABOUT THE 
MASTERSMITH RANKING AND MORE CONCERNED 

ABOUT LEARNING TO MAKE BETTER KNIVES.”
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Custom knives allow
the forger's personality
and style to take cetner
stage. Photo credit:
SharpByCoop

KI: You have some of the most 

recognizable kukris in the world. 

What led you to that specific 

style? And did your passion for 

the kukri begin during your road to 

Mastersmith or after?

JK: I had been making kukris before 

I learned to forge and was still doing 

stock removal, because I always 

loved that style of knife. When I 

learned to forge, I started really 

developing the features that make 

my kukris so recognizable. I wanted 

a functional, modern kukri, and I 

wanted it to be badass. I wanted 

people to see it and die. Features like 

the shark fin, which almost gives it 

the look of an old-school ’57 Chevy, 

and the wide fuller gave it a really 

aggressive look.

KI: What was the hardest part about 

achieving your goal of Mastersmith?

JK: I really wasn’t concerned about 

achieving it, but Jimmy Crowell kept 

calling me every day and saying 

I needed to go for it. So, I finally 

decided to do it and just made what 

I make. I wasn’t too concerned about 

the tests, because I don’t take tests 

to fail them. It did make me smile 

when I ended up winning the B.R. 

Hughes Award.

KI: It must have been an honor 

receiving the B.R. Hughes Award 

for Best Knife by a Mastersmith 

Candidate in 2007. How did that 

impact your future work, if at all?

JK: No one told me to show up 

at the banquet, but I showed up 

anyway [laughs]. However, after 

winning a bunch of different awards 

I found that I was becoming a little 

burdened by it all and was becoming 

someone I wasn’t happy with. 

So, after some introspection and 

prayer I decided to throw them all 

away and move forward as a knife 

maker and help promote other knife 

makers. It was like a weight was 

lifted from my shoulders.

“Forged in Fire”
KI: How did you get involved with 

“Forged in Fire”?

JK: They called me out of the blue 

“I HAD BEEN MAKING KUKRIS BEFORE I LEARNED 
TO FORGE AND WAS STILL DOING STOCK REMOVAL, 
BECAUSE I ALWAYS LOVED THAT STYLE OF KNIFE.”
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From one of the
first contestants to
becoming one of the
judges, Jason has
experienced both sides
of "Forged in Fire."
Photo credit: HISTORY

when it was just a production 

company and was not even “Forged 

in Fire.” They wanted to do a show 

with two contestants competing 

against each other to make a sword. 

I was excited about the idea of 

bringing this to light, because I am 

a big fan of the old swords from 

history, but there were no qualifiers 

to get to the sword-making round. I 

told them about a contest my wife 

and I formed years before called 

Battle of the Bladesmiths, with 

four contestants, limited time and 

unknown materials. I was one of the 

first competitors, along with Burt 

Foster, and I won. 

So, then the first “Forged in Fire” 

was born, and I was one of the first 

contestants and winner of that first 

episode. Eventually, I was called to 

be a judge when J. Neilson was out 

due to an injury, and I was on the 

show for 24 episodes. They wanted 

me to stay on, but it just wasn’t right 

for me.

KI: Your fullers are striking and very 

distinguishable. Do you struggle 

sometimes, while judging, when 

fullers are a requirement? Given that 

contestants only have three hours 

to finish.

JK: No, my view of judging was not 

to find fault, because I already knew 

that it wouldn’t be their best work. I 

just looked for what I liked about the 

knife and spoke to that. They always 

tried to make me look mean, but I’m 

a gentle soul.

KI: What gets your attention the 

most when judging a blade on the 

show?

JK: The forging techniques. When I 

would watch someone move steel 

around, it told me a lot about the 

smith. I could tell when someone was 

the real deal.

KI: Being a past “Forged in Fire” 

champion, does it feel strange 

critiquing the work of the 

contestants, or do you feel it gives 

you a unique perspective? 

JK: Not at all. I felt it made me the 

most qualified to judge the work, 

because I helped invent the show, 

and I know what it takes to win it. 

The knife doesn’t have to cut all day, 

it just has to survive the tests and 

have good aesthetics. I felt it gave 

me a good perspective.

KI: What has been your greatest 

challenge being a part of “Forged 

in Fire”?

JK: For me the biggest challenge 

was keeping the peace with the 

production crew and abiding by 

what they wanted to do, without 

compromising the integrity of the 

craft. I made sure to test whatever 

requirements and steels were asked 

of the contestants to ensure they 

would not be an impossibility. 

KI: Do you have any advice for 

“Forged in Fire” contestants 

scheduled to compete on the show?

JK: Follow what I did [laughs]. Get 

plenty of exercise every day: run, 

lift weights, etc. When I was getting 

ready to go on the show, I took all 

kinds of weird materials and forged 

a blade in two hours, by hand, 

every day, just to make sure I was 

physically in shape and ready for 

whatever they threw at me. I also 

abandoned all the rules of forging 

and learned to be sly, a rogue. I was 

already a rogue; I just learned how to 

apply the rules of being a rogue 

to bladesmithing.

Collaborations
KI: Can you describe to our readers 

what the “Be a Maker, not a Taker” 

program is all about?

JK: I’m tired of seeing the same 
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From swords to knives 
and everything in 
between, forging 
weapons is a way of life 
for these men. Photo 
credit: HISTORY

things all the time. The first half of 

the statement is the more important 

part of all of this. Essentially, it 

means make a difference; don’t just 

wait for things to happen. Share 

who you are with the world. Try to 

do something to move the world 

forward. If you don’t like the way 

something is, go change it.

KI: Since 2017, you have been 

collaborating and consulting with 

Winkler Knives, should we be 

watching for a full line of Knight 

Knives under the Winkler banner?

JK: Right now, they have three of 

my designs that have been pretty 

solid. Unfortunately, I am not 

involved in the inner workings of the 

company and cannot speak to what 

the future holds.

KI: The MK Ultra kukri folder is 

an impressive design that gets 

it right where other kukri folders 

have failed. How did you and Doug 

[Marcaida] decide on this design for 

a collaboration?

JK: It was based on a fixed blade of 

the same size. Doug had mentioned 

making a 10-inch kukri for kali. But 

with its size it wasn’t really portable, 

plus I wanted one I could carry. So, 

we based this one off the fixed-blade 

version. Doug is a great friend and 

helped feed the inspiration and the 

desire to make one for use in kali.

KI: At this past Blade Show I 

stopped by the Dark Timber Custom 

Knives booth and saw the kukri 

you and Peter Kohler collaborated 

on raffled off. Can you tell us more 

about this raffle?

JK: Since I moved, I haven’t had 

a shop, and he recently moved to 

a new one, so this one was just to 

help establish the shops. But over 

the years we have collaborated 

on knives for different charities, 

such as American Way, and helping 

people we know with personal life 

or health situations.

Wrapping Up
KI: With your love for promoting the 

art of bladesmithing, do you teach 

classes at a specific location? Or do 

you travel for seminars?

JK: I do both. I will travel for 

seminars if you have the equipment 

needed for the seminar. I also host a 

Makers Forge Studio. It is three days 

and is open to any level, from novice 

to master.

KI: Do you host any private hammer-ins?

JK: I do host single-person hammer-

ins, but I encourage people to come 
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Contact
Jason Knight
MastersmithJasonKnight.com

Instagram: @JasonKnightKnives

with a buddy. That way they have 

more fun and can feed off each 

other. I’m not teaching anybody how 

to make a knife, I’m teaching ‘why’ to 

make a knife.

KI: Is there anything else you would 

like to say to your fans?

JK: I really appreciate everyone. If 

it wasn’t for the people who cared 

about and supported me, I wouldn’t 

be able to do what I do. I appreciate 

all of the support I have received over 

the years. I try to share the glory with 

everyone that backs me up.

Knives Illustrated would like to thank 

Jason Knight for taking time to share 

with us his passion and heart for such 

an important art form. It has been a 

pleasure getting to know more about 

you, Jason. Keep up the good fight. KI
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THE VILDMARK TACKLES THE RUGGED 
OUTDOORS AND COMES BACK FOR MORE

STORY AND PHOTOS BY KEVIN ESTELA
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Above: The rounded
spine makes thumb-

assisted grips very
comfortable during

extended carving
sessions.

Right: The Vildmark
wears the maker’s

mark on the spine of
the blade, leaving the

flat of the blade with a
clean presentation.

“THE VILDMARK BLENDS SWEDISH BUSHCRAFT 
TRADITION WITH MODERN AMERICAN 

CRAFTSMANSHIP.”T
he harsh and rugged 

backwoods of Sweden 

is no playground and is 

definitely not for the 

timid or weak. It takes a tough 

outdoorsperson to face it and 

an equally tough knife to help 

overcome it. That’s where the 

Vildmark comes into play. 

Sweden, for many people, is the land of 

bushcraft, and if you have ever spent 

time there, deep in the wilderness, you 

know there is something special about 

that environment. Bushcraft is more than 

a hobby in Sweden, it’s a lifestyle. That’s 

why a great number of people carry 

bushcraft knives daily while traversing 

the remote regions of the country. A good 

bushcraft knife connects outdoorspeople 

to the land, and when a person 

experiences the outdoors with a good 

blade in hand, they become better suited 

to tackle their imminent needs. 

Recently, Chris Linton, owner of Osprey 

Knife and Tool, created a dedicated 

bushcraft knife named the Vildmark, 

which translates to “wilderness” in 

Swedish. Linton was inspired by long-

proven Scandinavian-shaped handles and blades, and as a result, the Vildmark blends 

Swedish bushcraft tradition with modern American craftsmanship. 

A short time ago I was sent a Vildmark to test out in the field. With my knife in hand, 

I ventured into the wilderness to see if it’s truly a product of the wild, and more 

importantly, to test the worthiness of its given name.  
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Linton designed the
Vildmark to have a
tapered tang and
natural Micarta liners
underneath the Masur
birch handle scales.

The Knife Maker’s
Many Hats

Chris Linton began learning how to

construct knives back in October 2012

and eventually converted to full-

time knife-making in 2016. Prior to

knife making, Linton’s background

included a career in the U.S. Military.

He was deployed overseas from

2005-06 and logged more than 250

combat missions.

Linton learned his trade from some of

the best knife makers in the business,

including Stephan Fowler, Andy Roy,

Dylan Fletcher and Paul Brach. He

was the shop foreman for Fiddleback

Forge for 2 ½ years. A self-described

country boy, Linton grew up hunting,

fishing and learning practical out-

doorsperson skills.

Linton lives a life of duality in

Cumming, Georgia, where he’s a

firearms enthusiast and a gardener/

homesteader. A true gentleman knife

maker, he continues to become a

household name in the knife-making

industry with his unique use of exotic

woods and high-performance steels.

A Powerful Yet 
Exquisitely
Designed Piece
When you handle a knife from 

Osprey Knife and Tool, you almost 

immediately notice the attention 

to detail in the design. The blade 

features a slight tapered tang, and 

the balance of the blade is found 

right on the front antique Micarta pin, 

making it feel very lively in the hand. 

Aesthetically, the texturing on the 

knife flats is a work of art. According to 

Linton, “I would describe the texturing 

I do, which I achieve with a hammer, 

as sort of a faceting efect. I polish the 

flats then create angles with a hammer 

to throw and reflect the light. It also has 

the added benefit of holding up to use 

… and looks damn sharp too, almost 

like a semi-precious stone in the rough.” 

The texturing also ofers just enough 

grip when placing the thumb along the 

flat of the blade to facilitate various 

whittling techniques. 

 

There isn’t a single raised surface or hot 

spot found along the Vildmark’s handle, 

making it ideal for prolonged use. The 

handle also has contoured slabs that are 

best described as the sweet spot between 

square edges and perfectly round. It’s 

large enough to grip for extended carving 

sessions but also light enough for easy 

whittling. For those concerned about the 

lack of texture or grip and the possibility 

of “riding the blade,” the Vildmark has a 

generous built-in self-guard. The quarter-

sawn Masur birch handle is a thing of 

beauty, and depending how the light hits 

the knife, the handle reveals diferent 

grain and color.   

 

Many traditional bushcraft knives are 

made from 01 steels. What Osprey Knife 

and Tool is known for is its use of stainless 

steels like CPM154. This steel selection 

was made on purpose so that Linton can 

get incredible performance from his knives 

using thinner stock. 

His knives are ground to thin profiles, 

making them exceptional for slicing 

while remaining incredibly strong. 

According to Linton, “99-percent of my 

knives are flat grinds with convex micro 

bevels.” This combination provides 

excellent slicing ability and strength. 

Just as easily as I could cut through food, 

I could pound the Vildmark through 

some nasty wood, enough to keep my 

fire going during one weekend of field 

testing. More on that later. 

Keepin it 
Accessible
The Vildmark knife we received came 

with a Joufou leather sheath. The 

sheath design is well-suited for the great 

outdoors. Saddle stitched from vegetable-

tanned leather and finished with Fiebings 

oil dye and neatsfoot oil, the deep pouch 

sheath protects the wood handle from 

scratches and scrapes incurred when 

traversing through tight or compact areas 

of forest, such as thick clusters of trees or 

through large rock terrain. 

The secondary pouch is large enough to 

hold a diamond stone like the Falkniven 

DC3, as well as a ferro rod and ferro-rod 

scraper. The pouch is a viable solution 

to the lack of scraping ability from the 

rounded spine of the Vildmark. If the 

user desires a streamlined look, the 

secondary pouch can simply be removed 

by unscrewing the Chicago screws holding 

the keeper strap in place.
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Quality Inside
Your Grip

The Vildmark passed through many

hands during its evaluation. Almost

everyone had a comment about the

quality of the wood used in the handle.

Masur birch (Betula pendula for

those who prefer the Latin name) is a

very specialized type of wood that is

primarily found in Finland and Belarus.

Its origins mirror the Nordic theme of

the blade. It is not a distinct species,

but the unique grain structure puts it

in its own category. The tree itself is

short with very distinctive bumps along

its bark. The grain has a noticeable

marble-like appearance, and it is

typically a golden yellow color with

dark brown streaks. It can sometimes

be mistaken for bird’s-eye maple, but

it is a di�erent tree entirely. Aside from

knife handles, Masur birch is used in

presentation-grade pen bodies, rings

and canes.

The thin stock and 
stainless steel was 
a great combination 
for food prep. Despite 
the saltiness of some 
foods, the Vildmark 
did not stain or rust. 

Even though the 
Vildmark has a keenly 
ground edge, it was 
not significantly 
a�ected by the 
continuous shaping 
of wood needed 
to fit inside a small 
titanium wood stove.

Put to the Test
In May 2018, I headed to Colorado to meet up with Patrick Smith and the folks from 

Kifaru for a weekend in the mountains. The Vildmark was my constant companion 

throughout the weekend, and it proved itself to be a valuable piece of gear, time and 

time again. Early in the spring, the residual winter weather wasn’t cooperating with 

our weekend plans. We were stuck inside a large tipi heated by a titanium-walled 

wood stove. 

I used the Vildmark to make many piles of shavings and kindling to get the stove 

going. I used it to split hardwoods, including locust and oak, into smaller pieces that 

would fit through the stove’s door. I expected the edge would need a touch-up after 

using it for hours to process fuel, but to my surprise, the edge remained in fine working 

order. The CPM154 steel used in the knife’s construction has a very fine grain structure 

along the edge with evenly distributed carbides. This made it very easy to maintain 
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Above: The Vildmark
was tested among the
aspens in Colorado for
this review.

Left: The Vildmark
holds snugly in its
Joufou leather sheath
when not in use, and is
equally accessible when
it's time for work.

Blade Material: CPM154
Blade Length: 3 7/8 inches
Overall Length: 8.5 inches
Blade Thickness: 1/8 inch
Weight: 4.5 ounces
MSRP: $390 knife as tested (sheath options vary)
OspreyKnifeandTool.com

SPECS

“THE HARSH AND RUGGED BACKWOODS OF 
SWEDEN IS NO PLAYGROUND.”

the blade using a ceramic rod and strop. 

 

I used the Vildmark for meal prep the 

entire weekend. I brought many dried 

meats and cheeses on the trip, and I was 

concerned that the amount of sodium in 

the food would stain or rust the blade. 

Since the name Vildmark is Swedish, I 

decided to embrace the culture. 

I prepped a combination of brie cheese, 

salami and cucumber for sandwiches. 

No rusting or staining occurred, and 
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Above: With its
comfortable Masur

Birch handle, fatigue
from shaving large

amounts of tinder will
never be a problem.

Right: The author used
the Vildmark to carve

a bow-drill set created
from wood gathered
high in the Colorado

mountains.

Contact
Osprey Knives
(678) 524-9167
OspreyKnifeAndTool.com

the Vildmark appeared untouched as 

I wiped down the knife at the end of 

the day. This can be attributed to the 

corrosion-resistant nature of CPM154. 

Since that weekend, I have used the 

Vildmark on many different types of 

foods in my own kitchen and still no 

staining has appeared.  

Performing Under 
Pressure
I also used the Vildmark for other 

miscellaneous jobs in the mountains. 

Those in attendance remarked how 

lightweight the knife felt in their hand, 

and at an elevation where ounces felt like 

pounds, this was a welcomed attribute. 

I worried about possible handle 

separation as I traveled from damp, 

low elevation New England to dry, high 

elevation in Colorado. Even though the 

knife was used in different climates and 

environments, the handle remained 

fixed in place and showed no signs of 

swelling, cracking or pulling away from 

the tang. 

 

Toward the end of the Kifaru 

Rendezvous weekend, I took advantage 

of the local resources and cut a bow-drill 

set from the surrounding land. Since 

we were at 9,100 feet above sea level 

in a very dry environment, the wood 

I gathered was perfectly seasoned to 

start a fire. With foreboding weather 

looming, we packed up early, but I was 

still able to finish the bow-drill set 

at home. The Vildmark worked well 

shaving down the fireboard, whittling 

the excess wood from the spindle and 

carving the essential notch that catches 

the coal and provides the air necessary 

for powder to burn.  

The Verdict
Paired with a Swiss Army knife and a 

quality hatchet, the Vildmark is a great 

knife for unlocking the backcountry and 

discovering what the wilderness has to 

offer. I used the Vildmark in place of my 

usual belt knife on multiple trips during 

my evaluation process, and honestly, 

it was difficult to transition back to my 

usual blades. 

My girlfriend also took a liking to the knife, 

and despite her much smaller frame, hand 

size and grip radius, she had no trouble 

using the blade for long periods of time. 

This is in direct contrast to heavier blades 

that I’ve let her borrow in the past, where 

the weight and overall size of the tool was 

more of a burden than a help. 

The Vildmark is a knife that performs 

as well as it looks. Vildmark translates 

to wilderness and whether it’s directly 

found in its homeland of Sweden or in 

your own neck of the woods, the Osprey 

Knife and Tool blade will be ready to 

tackle nearly any job with power, finesse 

and unyielding style.  KI

“THE QUARTER-SEWN 
MASUR BIRCH HANDLE IS 
A THING OF BEAUTY.”
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PRIME-TIM
POWERHO
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HELM INDUSTRIES’ WAR FIGHTER BATTLES ON 

BY WAYSUN JOHNNY TSAI

ME 
OUSE
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Right: That’s a perfect
Japanese-style wrap.

Below: The War
Fighter's blade and
its Japanese-style
paracord wrap stood up
to the author's grueling
soapy ice water test.

J
ames Helm is a man 

many will recognize 

from the “Forged in Fire” 

television show on The 

History Channel. This episode 

winner is no stranger to creating 

hardcore, practical knives 

that both take and dish-out 

extreme punishment, and the 

Primal-Tactical War Fighter is 

no different. Custom created 

specifically for this review, the 

War Fighter’s unique design 

and its underlying, unstoppable 

power is put through some 

intense and grueling testing, with 

eye-opening results.

It’s a Wrap, 
Japanese Style
Upon first sight, the War Fighter has 

a very impressive, expertly wrapped 

handle. The wrap is clean and tight, and 

the knotted area by the choil serves as a 

finger guard that includes an extra swell 

for more control when the user chokes 

up on the handle. 

The handle is paracord over a 

foundation of neoprene, while the wrap 

is hardened with marine epoxy to make 

it rock-solid and waterproof.

One thing that stood out immediately 

was how solid and durable the wrap felt 

in my hand. To paraphrase James, he 

basically created a composite material 

in place on the tang. The cord gives form 

and texture, while the epoxy makes it as 

solid and impervious as if it were Micarta.

When the marine epoxy impregnates 

the cord, it becomes waterproof, which 

is amazing. He dips the blade in Caswell 

black oxide finish after completing the 

wrap. It’s an acid-water solution that 

blackens the steel. When pulled out, the 

solution just runs off the piece.

Tough Steel
James is a “Forged in Fire” champion, 

so you know that his creation is going 

to be made correctly. He started with 

a high-end steel stock of 80CrV2. The 

blade length is 7 ½ inches, and the base 

of the spine is ¼ inch. He left the blade 

without coating, nothing but a 3-in-1 oil 

on top of the bare steel. 

The Primal-Tactical War Fighter has a 

forged finish and Japanese-style wrap 

to give it a very natural, yet primitive, 

look, while the blade shape, balance 

and weight make it an excellent 

offensive blade.

In my opinion, 7 ½ inches is a perfect 

length for a fixed blade. I watched a 

Helm Industries knife beat out the 

competition on “Forged in Fire,” so I 

know this knife is tough, but I wanted to 

see for myself.

Ice Bath Testing
To test the durability of the wrap, I filled 

a plastic tub with ice, water and a cup of 
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One stab straight
through the pallet.

Even when wet, soapy 
and cold, the War 
Fighter continues to 
o�er a no-slip grip.

Working His Way Up

James Helm is a large, burly man 
most readers will recognize as the 
“Forged in Fire” season 4, episode 
3 “The Katzbalger” winner, but 
they might not be familiar with his 
unique blacksmithing background. 

James was a bookworm as a kid and 
regularly read about swords and 
sorcery, which sparked his interest 
in blades. He started blacksmithing 
in high school, mostly teaching 
himself using books and internet 
forums. His great-grandfather was 
a blacksmith, and James inherited 
some of his tools.

James continued hobby blacksmith-
ing through college, mostly working
on blades. Once he graduated, he
worked as a high school English
teacher, but after about only two
years, he began working full-time
at an artist’s blacksmith shop in
San Antonio, Texas. By 2010, he was
working for himself as a knife maker.

James’s main focus is big brush
choppers and knives for military
customers. In spite of growing
up reading fantasy novels, they
have had little influence on his
blade designs. James tries to make
working tools that are as practical as
possible, and with that he succeeds
big time. James and his winning
“Forged in Fire” blade did really well
on the show.

It wasn’t easy, though. James told
me, “There is a limited amount of
preparation you can do before going
on ‘Forged in Fire.’ First is to be
solid in your knife-making abilities
so that you can handle a variety
of situations. Second is to watch
and rewatch as many episodes as
possible, noting where most people
mess up and what works well, what
kind of stresses your weapon might
be subjected to. Third, and perhaps
most important, is to show up
with no expectations. Until you are
filming, you have no idea what the
show is going to throw at you!”

dish soap. I let the knife soak for about 

20 minutes, and then I held my hand in the 

frigid water until it hurt, and my fingers 

went numb. I pulled the soapy knife out 

of the tub to test how well I could hold 

it with my wet, slippery, cold hands. The 

knife was still very comfortable and 

ofered a firm, reliable grip.

I shook the excess water off of the knife 

and held it over a fire, to dry it out. I 

inspected the wrap after it dried, and 

there were no signs of water or staining 

on the paracord. The handle passed the 

soapy water test superbly, and it was 

as sealed and as comfortable as when I 

first held it. 

Puncturing 
Pleasure
When a knife has a name like War 

Fighter, having a strong, sharp piercing 

tip is an absolute must. I began my 

testing by stabbing an old ammo can a 

few dozen times. Holding the knife in an 

icepick position, I drove the tip into the 

can. Each time I attempted to bend the 

tip by pushing side weight downward 

on the handle before removing the 

blade from the hole to stab it again. I 

did not notice any dulling or bending of 

the knife’s tip. It was still super pointy, 

straight and beyond deadly.

Next, I pulled out a wood pallet that I 

reclaimed from behind a local grocery 

store. I laid the pallet down and easily 

stabbed the knife through a 1-inch 

board, cracking it all the way down to 

the end. The knotted part of the wrap 

completely prevented my hand from 

sliding down, as designed. The neoprene 

under the wrap kept any energy from 

being transferred back into my hand. 

The pallet didn’t stand a chance, but 

I was only just beginning to test this 

custom weapon. 

“WHEN A KNIFE HAS A NAME LIKE TACTICAL 
WAR FIGHTER, HAVING A STRONG, SHARP 

PIERCING TIP IS A MUST.”
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The knife is very
comfortable in forward

and reverse grips.

The Boltaron sheath
o�ers perfect

retention.

Contact
Helm Industries
(210) 209-1549 
HelmForge.com
HelmGrind.com
helmforge@gmail.com

Unstoppable 
Slicing
The Primal-Tactical War Fighter was 

shipped to me paper-slicing sharp. 

James knew that I was going to test his 

blade, so he made sure that the edge 

was honed like a razor. I decided to 

test the edge retention of the blade in 

ways that he probably never attempted 

himself. I was in the mood to try 

something different. 

Before I put away my pallet, I did some 

power cuts through the side board, 

slicing off several good-sized chunks 

of wood. I even used my left hand to 

power assist as I sliced through the 

pallet. All I can say is this knife is a 

wood-eating monster.

In my neighborhood search for various 

things to cut and destroy, I found a 

rolled-up piece of carpet and a 24-inch 

orange rubber parking cone in the same 

lot where I found the wooden pallet. 

I decided that stabbing the cone and 

slicing it down to the bottom of the 

base would be a good way to test the 

knife’s edge retention. 

I have to say, there is something oddly 

satisfying about slicing thick rubber 

with a knife. After about six cuts 

where I removed a couple of sections 

of rubber, I checked the edge for 

sharpness, and it was still good. The 

carpet was my next victim.

I started cutting a 3-foot-long piece of 

carpet from the main roll. Then I sliced 

the carpet down its length for several 

cuts. The blade cut the piece fairly 

easily. I thought the harder, gridded 

carpet backing would dull the edge, but 

to my surprise, it was still paper-slicing 

sharp when I was finished—another 

passing grade, with honors. 

Homebase 
Station
The Primal-Tactical War Fighter arrived 

in a basic sheath made of Boltaron, 

which is like Kydex. Although, they’re 

similar materials, Boltaron molds at 

about 30°F hotter than Kydex and 

is less vulnerable to temperature 

extremes. The craftsmanship of the 

sheath is pro quality.

The sheath has a secure fit and retention. When it comes to larger blades, I 

prefer a sheath to have a retention strap for extra security, but that is just my 

own preference.

The sheath does come with precut slits for webbing but does not include any kind 

of mounting hardware or a belt loop. It does the job it was intended to do: keep this 

monster secure and ready at a moment’s notice. 

Conquering the Test
I really like this knife. I feel like I put it through the wringer with my extensive testing. 

Knowing it was created by a “Forged in Fire” champion, I expected quality, and that is 

exactly what I got.
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Future Offerings

While the Primal-Tactical War

Fighter I received was a true custom

knife forged for the purpose of this

article, James also o�ers mid-tech

knives though his Helm Industries

Grinding Division.

While viewing that separate

website, I noticed the Bengazi War

Fighter, which looked much like the

Primal-Tactical War Fighter and was

obviously part of the same family

of knives.

Currently, James is working on a

small batch of mid-tech stock-

removal Benghazi War Fighters

and Little Roks. These are cut from

3/16-inch 80CrV2 steel, ground

and heat treated, and coated with

Cerakote. They will be getting TeroTuf

handle scales and Boltaron sheaths.

When finished, they will be available

at Blue Line Gear.

The edge held up well
after a test involving 
slicing through tough 
rubber parking cones.

Primal-Tactical War Fighter
Blade Material:  Forged 80CrV2
Blade Length: 7 ½ inches
Blade Width: ½ inch
Handle Material: Japanese-style paracord wrap
Sheath Material: Boltaron
MSRP: $300

The Japanese-style wrap held up. The 

tip held up. The edge held up. The 

neoprene in the handle kept the knife 

comfortable throughout testing.

The sheath, which only needs some kind 

of mounting hardware, was really well 

made. The retention was top-notch. 

Between our meeting at Blade Show 

and conversing back and forth about 

the knife while I was writing this article, 

James seems like a really down-to-

Earth guy who just happens to make 

some kick-ass knives. With his eyes on 

the bigger prize of mid-tech knives and 

focusing on providing our country’s 

military members with edged weapons, 

he really deserves the attention that he 

is getting for his work. 

I highly recommend the War Fighter. It’s 

a solid knife with the power to back up 

its mighty name. KI

+Built for Generations

The Sharpfinger may be our 

most iconic design to date but 

it’s America’s favorite for its Old 

Timer® sharpness and durability. 

In production for more than 40 

years, this is one blade you can 

count on for generations.
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THE XV FOLDER, FROM LIONG MAH, SLASHES 
ITS WAY TO AN IMPRESSIVE MILESTONE  

STORY AND PHOTOS BY JOSHUA SWANAGON
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Contact
Liong Mah
(917) 349-2188
LiongMah.com

1:1
ACTUAL

SIZE

I
f you are a fan of CRKT, then 

you are familiar with Liong 

Mah designs—whether you 

realized it or not—such as the 

G.S.D., Eat’N Tool, Mah-Chete 

and more. With a penchant for 

the practical but a flare for style, 

Liong Mah designs knives that 

users and collectors are equally 

grateful for.

For his 15th anniversary designing 

amazing knives, Liong has pulled 

out all the stops to present his latest 

collaboration with Reate Knives, the XV 

Folder. I had the chance to speak with 

Liong at the 2018 Blade Show, and it was 

clear that he is an innovator, with knives 

that look as good as they are useful.

I have had the opportunity to carry 

the XV Folder for a while now and 

have found that it lives up to the 

Liong Mah name. 

First Impressions
The XV Folder is available in four finishes: 

hand-rubbed, satin-finished blade with 

wired wheel handle and blue accents; 

belt-satin-finished blade with blue ano 

stonewashed handle and silver accents; 

black PVD-coated stonewashed blade, 

handle and clip with blue accents; and 

stonewashed with blue accents. For 

testing, I was sent the hand-rubbed, 

satin-finished blade with wired wheel 

handle and blue accents and the 

belt-satin-finished blade with blue ano 

stonewashed handle and silver accents. 

The subtle nuances of these knives 

are amazing. The more time you 

spend looking at the details, the 

more you notice. 

Off the bat my eyes were drawn to the 

integral frame, which is not a common 

feature in folders, giving it a very clean 

look and smooth lines. The frame 

features milled and ventilated weight 

reduction pockets, reminiscent of 

and with permission of Michael Burch 

Knives. At the butt of the handle are 

well-placed scallops that catch the 

palm and pinky well for additional 

comfort and retention, while there is 

some very light jimping on the spine of 

the handle to assist in that as well. 

Also, on the spine of the handle is 

the prominent XV stamp, and the 

rear portion is rounded for maximum 

comfort. All along the user interface 

portion of the handle are beveled 

edges to reduce any hot spot 

development during use. At the butt 

of the handle is a small lanyard hole 

milled into the solid frame that’s just 

big enough for a paracord lanyard. 

The 4-inch CPM-S35VN stainless steel 

blade features a tanto point with a 

hollow ground primary bevel. The spine 

has a beautiful swedge that runs the 

length of the entire blade, assisting 

in excellent penetration and alluring 

aesthetics. At the thumb, on the spine of 

the blade, is a very unique set of jimping 

that is directed back towards the thumb 

for maximum grip when in use. 

Although it didn’t come hair-popping 

sharp, it did come sharp enough to put 

into immediate use. While open, the 

blade is held securely in place with a 

frame lock that includes a replaceable 

stainless steel lockbar insert/over-

travel arrestor.

The reversable pocket clip is placed 

nice and high so the XV Folder will sit 

deeply into the pocket. It is shaped 

nicely with the scallops, following the 

flow of the XV Folder beautifully. The 

clip is constructed of titanium and has 

a ceramic ball insert for retention. The 

clip retention screw, at the butt of the 

knife, protrudes from the knife and 

would double as a suitable window-

breaker. I found that it is a little tight in 

the pocket and was slightly difficult to 

place back into the pocket on my normal 

jeans—especially if your knife pocket is 

a little torn up like mine. However, with 

more use it became a little easier.

The 9.20-inch overall length looks 

overwhelming and oversized at first, 

but the fit in the hand will have you 

appreciating the larger size.

Through the Paces
I have been carrying the XV Folder for a 

little over a month now and have used 

it for a lot of different daily tasks, which 

it performed perfectly. But over the last 

few days it has seen a lot of work when 

“… AFTER ALL TESTING WAS COMPLETE, 
I WAS STILL ABLE TO SLICE PAPER 

CLEANLY AND SLOWLY, WITHOUT ANY 
CATCHING OR TEARING.”

Although it looks 
oversized, it is very 
comfortable in the hand 
and fi ts my average-
sized hands very well.
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The spine of the 
integral frame features 
a prominent XV stamp 
and light jimping near 
the butt.

my wife and I drove from our home in 

Michigan to my home state of Colorado 

for a visit. Along the way we stopped 

at rest stops for snacks and different 

meals, at which times the XV Folder was 

employed to slice cheese, vegetables, 

fruit and other meal prep. I found 

that the hollow grind was perfect for 

this function.

To ensure that it received more testing 

than just regular daily use, I put it 

through some of the typical testing that 

I like to perform when reviewing a knife.

As I like to do with EDC folders, I pressed 

the XV Folder through a corner of

a phone book—cutting it

on the binding

side for

a more difficult test—and completely 

sliced it off. Being a Denver phone book, 

it was quite thick and didn’t press right 

through, as with a thinner phone book, 

but by repositioning the knife a few 

times, I was able to press through the 

entire phone book cleanly.

After that I made multiple cuts to 

cardboard and was easily able to slice 

up a pile of cardboard chunks. I was 

not counting, but I would say it was 

somewhere in the neighborhood of 100 

cuts. Cardboard is notoriously hard on 

edges due to the pressed and pasted 

materials that include many different

types of paper sources. The XV Folder

was able to cleanly cut through the

cardboard with little resistance.

Next, I stabbed into and sliced up a thick

plastic container. Although it wasn’t

super thick or rigid, it was hefty enough

to put the XV Folder to the test. Which

it passed handily. The only time I had to

slice was when starting the cut, for the

rest of the cut, I was able to simply press

right through the plastic.

Finally, I sliced up some old, weathered

carpet. Although I was able to slice easily

1:1
ACTUAL

SIZE

Below: I was able to 
push the XV Folder 
through a Denver 
phone book at the 
spine, cleanly. 
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SPECS

ft: The blade centers 
perfectly in the frame 

when closed.

RIght: I was able to 
cleanly slice right 

through this heavy 
plastic container.

Below: The edge held
up nicely, even after

cutting up a stack of
heavy cardboard.

Blade Material: CPM-S35VN stainless steel
Blade Length: 4 inches
Cutting Edge: 4 inches
Closed Length: 5.20 inches
Overall Length: 9.20 inches
Blade Thickness: 0.157 inch
Handle Material: Single-piece stonewashed
titanium with burch vented milling
Handle Thickness: 0.55 inch
Locking Mechanism: Frame
Pivot Assembly: Bearings
Pocket Clip: Ceramic ball titanium (tip-up, right/
left carry)
Weight: 4.8 ounces
Designer: Liong Mah
Made by Reate Knives in China
MSRP: $500-600

1:1
ACTUAL

SIZE

“… I MADE MULTIPLE CUTS TO CARDBOARD 
AND WAS EASILY ABLE TO SLICE UP A PILE OF 
CARDBOARD CHUNKS … SOMEWHERE IN THE 

NEIGHBORHOOD OF 100 CUTS.”
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Below: The frame 
includes milled and 
ventilated weight-
reduction pockets.

in some spots, it seemed to catch and 

tear a little in others. To be fair, I must 

mention that the carpet was old and had 

been outside for some time, so it was a 

tough in some spots and soft and broken 

down in others. I say this because after 

all testing was complete, I was still able 

to slice paper cleanly and slowly, without 

any catching or tearing.

The CPM-S35VN is a premium stainless 

steel that holds a great edge; however, 

the drawback is that it isn’t the easiest 

to sharpen in the field, but if you have a 

sharpening system and can maintain it 

at home, this is a great option.

Stylish 
Functionality
Liong Mah has made a solid name for 

himself throughout the industry for his 

functional designs, but his custom knives 

add a level of style that clearly stands 

out in a crowd. His beautiful designs and 

well-constructed knives are perfect for 

collectors and users. If you like carrying 

works of art that you don’t have to worry 

about using, then Liong Mah knives are 

the perfect choice, and the XV Folder is a 

must. With only 300 being made across 

the four finishes, you will want to get one 

while the getting is good. KI

Xeno Tool

While you are working on your overall EDC, you owe it to yourself to take a look at the 

Xeno Tool. The .25-inch-thick tool measures 5 inches long and features a few common 

EDC tools, such as a pry bar/screwdriver, bottle opener, .25-inch hex bit holder with 

increasingly smaller hex keys and belt/fi nger loop. The Xeno Tool is the basis for the 

CRKT VIVA, which is a slightly smaller version of this handy little multi-tool. The Xeno 

Tool is available on Liong Mah’s website for $80.
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CAMPSITE

THE CANTEEN KNIFE CHOPS THROUGH LOGS TO FEED 
A FIRE OR DELICATE FOOD TO FEED YOURSELF

STORY AND PHOTOS BY TIM STETZER
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A medium-sized blade,
the Canteen Knife is 11
inches in overall length,
big enough to do most
camp chores but not
overly bulky to carry.L

et’s face it, knives have 

been around for a long time, 

and there are only so many 

blade and handle styles out 

there. The key is to find the right 

combination that works best for 

you, and sometimes the only way 

to do that is to design it yourself.

Such was the case with David Andersen’s 

Canteen Knife, which ended up launching 

a new business and a complete line 

of knives. The Canteen is a blade that 

came about through purpose and trial 

and error. The final product was a truly 

capable tool, one that not only suited the 

needs of the designer, but also numerous 

others who experienced the quality 

and power of this incredibly designed 

outdoorsperson’s tool. 

CREATIVE 
CONSTRUCTION
The knife is 11 inches overall with the 

length evenly split between a 5.5-

inch handle and a 5.5-inch blade. The 

9.5-ounce weight leans slightly handle-

heavy, with the balance point right at the 

forward bolt. The blade is 1/8-inch-thick 

Swedish AEB-L stainless steel with a 

high saber grind and convex edge. If you 

aren’t familiar with AEB-L steel, it’s a 

tough, stain-resistant steel often used in 

razor blades. It features excellent edge 

retention, while maintaining a user-

serviceable degree of resharpening. 

The Canteen Knife is expertly heat-

treated by Peter’s Heat Treat out of 

Meadville, Pennsylvania, to 57-59 Rc. 

When you look at the blade profile, you 

can see the Nessmuk influence, but 

there’s enough height to the blade for 

your knuckles to clear a cutting board. 

The blade edge has a continuous sweep 

that allows for the skinning ability of a 

Nessmuk, but also lets it rock on a cutting 

board for dicing up veggies in the kitchen. 

The handle is big and comfortable and 

features well-contoured Micarta-over-

colored liners, secured by epoxy and 

Loveless bolts. 

The Canteen Knife has a prominent 

pommel that aids in keeping the hand 

secure when chocking back on the grip 

for chopping. My ring finger nestled 

perfectly on the hook provided by 

the pommel, giving me an efective 2 

additional inches in length, making the 

5-inch blade chop like it was 7 inches. A 
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Right: The Canteen
Knife proved very
comfortable for carving
and making camp
projects like tent stakes.

Below: Each Canteen
Knife uses a set of
contrasting liners. The
author’s test knife had
black scales with toxic
green liners.

brass-lined lanyard hole is situated in the 

pommel, allowing you to run paracord or 

any similar diameter cordage through it 

for additional security. 

AWESOME 
OPTIONS
The Canteen Knife is available with 

either green Micarta with yellow liners, 

natural Micarta with OD green liners or 

black Micarta with toxic green liners, 

which was the edition I had for testing. 

All knife styles come complete with high-

quality black leather sheaths from JRE 

Industries. They feature the square toe 

bushcraft style and have an integrated 

standard belt loop, as well as a swivel 

dangler loop. The sheath also features a 

3/8-inch firesteel loop on the side. The 

Canteen Knife is made entirely in the 

USA: constructed in Ohio, heat-treated 

in Pennsylvania, and the sheath is 

fashioned in Illinois. 

TRIAL AND ERROR 
UNTIL PERFECTED
I first met David a couple of years ago at 

an annual group camping event held in 

the spring in southwestern Pennsylvania. 

I had the rare chance to handle an early 

prototype of the Canteen Knife, and it 

was interesting to see how the design 

has evolved. While I like the lines of the 

first knife, it initially felt rather heavy in 

my hand. 

David took my feedback on that first 

knife—in conjunction with his own 

experience and testing—and tweaked the 

design until he was happy with it. The 

following year he handed me a new knife. 

While it was like the prototype visually, 

I noticed the diferences as soon as it 

hit my hand. The production knife was 

nimble and well-balanced. As mentioned, 

“IT EASILY HANDLES 
CAMP CHORES FROM 

PREPPING AND 
STARTING A FIRE TO 

DICING UP MEAT AND 
VEGGIES FOR THE 
EVENING MEAL.”
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SPECS

Above: While the 
Canteen Knife is 

the flagship of the 
Nordsmith line, the 

smaller Lapwing 
(top) and Pilgrim 

(bottom) are also 
available if you want 

a companion knife 
or need something a 

bit smaller.

Right: A feast of 
sausage, cheese and 

pickled vegetables 
brought to you 

by the Nordsmith 
Canteen Knife.

Blade Material: 1/8-inch-thick Swedish 
AEB-L stainless steel
Handle Material: Canvas Micarta with 
contrasting liners
Blade Length: 5.5 inches
Overall Length: 11 inches
Handle Length: 5.5 Inches
Weight: 9.5 ounces
Sheath: Leather with firesteel loop and 
dangler attachment
MSRP: $290

it has a slightly handle-heavy feel, but 

the balance point is directly at my index 

finger and makes for a very fluid and 

easy-to-control blade. 

The handle is big and comfortable using 

either bare hands or while wearing winter 

gloves, for when you are out on fall 

hunting trips or during winter camping 

sessions. The Micarta remained in a 

matte finish, which provided enough 

texture for a solid grip when wet, but 

it’s not so rough as to cause hot spots 

during heavy work. The edge is the 

defining factor for anything from L.T. 

Wright’s shop. It’s a fine convex that’s 

hair-popping sharp and capable of fine 

precision cuts, yet it’s durable enough for 

basic chopping and batoning. 

PROVING ITS 
METTLE IN THE 
FIELD
The knife proved surprisingly nimble 

for its size, and I was able to make fine 

cuts and curls with very little efort. The 

grip shape allowed me to choke up and 

use the first inch or so of blade with 

significant control. Bigger camp projects, 

like clearing light brush around my tent, 

cutting and notching tent stakes, and 

prepping tinder and kindling, were quite 

easy as well. I found I could tackle bigger 

pieces of wood by chocking back on the 

handle and making snap cuts. I was also 

able to drive the point of the Canteen 

Knife into dried out logs and snap out 

sections of punky wood for use as tinder. 

I did some basic batoning as part of my 

fire prep but was amused when I asked 

“THE HANDLE IS BIG AND COMFORTABLE 
USING EITHER BARE HANDS OR WHILE 

WEARING WINTER GLOVES …”
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Right: David Andersen
is the designer and
owner of Nordsmith
Knives.

Left: Nordsmith 
knives feature clean 
lines and moderate 
flash, featuring only a 
tasteful company logo 
on the left side of the 
satin-finished blade. 

Left: The generous 
5.5-inch handle is 
matte-finished  
Micarta with 
contrasting liners.  
The scales are  
secured via epoxy  
and Loveless bolts. 

The Evolution of Nordsmith Knives

David Andersen is a graphic designer by trade and has a history of knife and outdoor 

interests going back to Cub Scouts. Like many of us, he’s had a knife riding in his pocket 

ever since he earned his Totin’ chip in Boy Scouts. He started with a Camillus BSA Whittler 

given to him by his father, and it’s a knife that he occasionally carries today. David told 

me that he gained an appreciation for the outdoors during his Scouting days with the 

Camping and Wilderness Survival merit badges having profound influence on him. 

As an adult, David had the chance to pursue his interest in knives when he began writing 

for The Truth About Knives blog back in 2014. That experience introduced him to a wide 

variety of knife styles, as well as knife makers and designers like L.T. Wright of L.T. Wright 

Knives and Ethan Becker of Becker Knife and Tool. 

Despite working with knives from top makers and manufacturers, David was never able 

to find the one blade that fit his own personal needs. His thoughts shifted to possibly 

designing his own knives and opening his own company to distribute them. 

The Nordsmith name is a tribute to his great-grandparents, who immigrated to the U.S. 

from Norway. David says that he tries to channel their spirit of determination into all of his 

work. He launched the line with the Canteen Knife, an amalgamation of a camp knife and 

a cook knife; one that was equally at home on the cutting board doing food prep as it was

around camp skinning and dressing game, cutting cordage or prepping kindling.

David made his first prototype by modding an Old Hickory kitchen cleaver. He sought out

a maker to bring his idea to fruition and that brought him into contact with L.T. Wright.

David told me that L.T.’s reputation for fairness and quality has been rightfully earned,

and he was David’s first choice to handle his production needs. While L.T. and his crew

do the production work on the knives, the designs are entirely David’s. He described the

Canteen Knife as a blend of the classic Nessmuk field knife and a santoku kitchen knife,

with a dash of Hudson Bay butcher pattern added for spice.

David if he could do some too so I could 

get pictures. While I typically only baton 

smaller pieces of wood when I’m breaking 

them up for kindling, David grabbed a log 

to start. I even commented to him that it 

looked big. He just shrugged and started 

hammering away with his Canteen Knife. 

He powered through it, divvying it into 

manageable pieces, including blowing 

the edge right through a couple of knots. 

I inspected the blade when he was done, 

and while there were some wear marks 

on the sides of the blade, the edge 

remained in fine shape. 

After all of our field work, it was time 

for lunch. I am not the camp cook but 

some of my compadres are, so I brought 

cheese, hard sausage and pickled 

veggies as my contribution to our meals. 

After wiping the Canteen Knife off, we 

proceeded to dice the mix of hard and 

soft foods into bite-sized hunks. I was 

impressed with the Canteen Knife’s 

ability to slice through softer edibles, 

such as olives, cleanly and smoothly, 

without mashing them. The hard 

sausage was no issue at all, and even 

the cheese sliced cleanly. The high grind 

and comparatively thin 1/8-inch blade 

worked well as an improvised chef’s 

knife, just as David intended.
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Contact
Nordsmith Knives
info@nordsmithknives.
com
NordSmithKnives.com

Above: The author had
a chance to examine
the proof-of-concept
test blade built by
David Andersen out of
an Old Hickory cleaver.
David went through
several prototypes
to refine the Canteen
Knife to the blade it
is today.

Right:The Canteen
Knife worked well for
stabbing into logs
and snapping out
chunks of punk for use
in fire starting.

VERSATILITY IS 
THE NAME OF 
THE GAME
While most of you reading this 

probably have a variety of blades 

to choose from when hitting the 

woods, if you want to minimize your 

gear, the Canteen Knife does a very 

good job of filling multiple roles. The 

Nessmuk-influenced sweeping edge, 

with plenty of belly, makes it highly 

suitable as a hunting companion for 

processing game, while maintaining 

the durability and functionality of a 

solid survival knife. 

It easily handles camp chores from 

prepping and starting a fire to dicing 

up meat and veggies for the evening 

meal. I’m happy that we live in a time 

when I don’t have to choose a single 

knife to do everything, but if I did, I 

could certainly accomplish anything I 

needed to with the Canteen Knife. KI
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THE HOUNDSTOOTH FROM DOGWOOD CUSTOM 
KNIVES BITES DOWN HARD!

BY TIM STETZER
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PUUKKO
FECTION
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Contact
Dogwood Custom
Knives
DogwoodCustomKnives.
com
Or look for them on
Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter.

The Hound’s Tooth
comes with a quality
leather-pouch-style
sheath.T

hank Instagram. Even 

if you aren’t a fan 

of social media, you 

might want to at least 

consider Instagram if you want 

to keep up with your favorite 

knife manufacturers and custom 

makers. It’s a great way to 

see what’s new in, literally, a 

snapshot. It’s also where my story 

starts. I was checking my daily 

feed when I saw a new picture 

posted by Dogwood Custom 

Knives. It featured the company’s 

latest design, the Hound’s Tooth, 

and Dan Eastland instantly had 

me at puukko.

I’ve been a fan of puukkos and Scandi-

navian knives in general since my college 

backpacking days. While I was never an 

ultralight minimalist, I did try to shave 

weight where I could but was never 

willing to sacrifice a fixed-blade knife 

in my kit. 

I stumbled into my first puukko in a trade, 

and I’ve been hooked ever since. I loved 

the style, the Scandi grind, and best of all, 

the light weight and compact design. It 

carried comfortably, even while wearing a 

pack. It’s fair to say that I have more than 

a few puukkos in my collection now, but 

there’s always room for one more. Once 

I saw Dogwood’s knife, I dropped a few 

e-mails to my editor and to owner Dan 

Eastland and one was on the way. Luckily 

for you, you get the full, in the raw review.

THE CANINE 
WITHIN 
The Hound’s Tooth exhibited Finnish 

influence but also sported modern 

characteristics. At first glance, I noticed 

the knife had a hooked pommel—

reminiscent of fishtail-shaped Finnish 

fishing knives that I’ve seen in the 

past—mated to a rather traditional 

puukko-style blade. While I saw a fishtail, 

Dan pointed out that if you hold the knife 

point down and look at the pommel it 

actually resembles a silhouette of a dog’s 

head, and he was absolutely correct. He 

acknowledged the general fishtail shape, 

but he had some fun with the stylized 

dog’s head when viewed from the right 

angle. It’s that dog silhouette that gives 

the Hound’s Tooth its name. 

TOOTH 
EXAMINATION
The blade is a narrow 7/8-inch wide by 

only 3/32-inch thick, both are dimensions 

that would not be uncommon on a 

traditional puukko. Thin knives cut 

extremely e�ciently, and you won’t see 

any ¼-inch-thick, prybar-style puukkos 

out there. Where the Hound’s Tooth 

deviates from a traditional design is in 

its use of a full tang blade with scale 

handles, rather than a stick or rat-tail tang 

in a one-piece handle. You have a choice 

of O1 carbon steel, or CPM-154 or S35VN 

stainless steels. The grind is a traditional 

Scandi-style zero grind, and the flats of 

the blade are matte finished. 
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Picking Your Puukko

Prices vary on the Hound’s Tooth depending on the materials you choose. A 

basic O1 carbon steel model with no bolster and common wood or Micarta starts 

around $240. The price increases to near $350 for an S35VN model with exotic 

wood, or high-end synthetic materials, a bolster and mosaic pins. My test knives 

were in CPM-154 with Micarta scales and liner and would cost about $325. 

The Hound’s Tooth’s handle scales are 

Micarta and are available in various color 

combos. The two knives I had to work with 

had thick Micarta liners with an integrated 

pommel and lighter contrasting scales. 

Mine also used Micarta pins that matched 

the handle scale material. The handle 

mirrors the blade’s length at 4 5/8 inches 

long for an overall length of 9 1/4 inches. 

Weight for this puukko is only 4.6 ounces. 

It comes with a well-crafted leather pouch 

sheath with a heavy, finished welt, which 

is both riveted and stitched. 

THIN IS IN
Dan and I have talked a lot about thinner 

knives throughout the years at the Blade 

and SHOT shows. We’re on the same 

page that a thin blade, particularly 

matted to a fine edge, makes for an 

amazing cutter and slicer. We agreed 

that it doesn’t sacrifice much, if anything, 

in the way of strength for any sort of 

normal knife usage. When you look at 

classic American trade knives, as well as 

traditional puukkos, most were no more 

than 1/8-inch thick, and occasionally 

they were even thinner. 

“TWINE AND HEAVIER 
CORDAGE, DUCT TAPE, 

PLASTIC PACKAGES AND 
CARDBOARD BOXES 

ALL FELL PREY TO  
THE KNIFE.”

Below: A look at the 
handle shows the  
thin 3/32-inch blade, 
thick Micarta liners  
and contrasting 
Micarta scales, along 
with the comfortable 
handle contour. 

THE GOLDEN SPIKE

GRIP A LEGEND
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Above: The Hound’s 
Tooth has a well-
contoured handle and 
a fishtail pommel.

Right: The Scandi edge 
is right at home with 
wood carving, and 
the Dogwood puukko 
proved it. 

Steel: 3/32-inch-thick O1 carbon steel, CPM-154 
or SV-35VN
Handle Material: Canvas Micarta, exotic wood 
or other materials
Blade Length: 4 5/8 inches
Handle Length: 4 5/8 Inches
Overall Length: 9 1/4 inches
Weight: 4.6 ounces, 6.8 ounces with sheath
Sheath: Leather pouch style
Made in USA

Back in the day, folks used these tools 

for day-to-day tasks and frequently 

only had one knife to use for just about 

everything; unlike knife enthusiasts 

today who use a variety of knives to suit 

specific purposes. Dan has even made a 

number of knives at only 1/16-inch thick 

that perform like scalpels. One of those 

is definitely in my future. In the end, 

thin knives have great cutting e�ciency 

and are still plenty strong to get the job 

done. On the plus side, they’re a good bit 

lighter to carry too. 
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COMFORTABLE 
CARRY
The puukko is a classic woodperson’s 

tool. Much like the American trade knife, 

the Finnish outdoorsperson would use 

their puukko for just about everything, 

from cleaning game to making fires to 

building shelter and prepping meals. I 

didn’t have any hunting opportunities 

while I was testing the Hound’s Tooth, 

but I did carry it and use it in the field for 

most of the other tasks mentioned. 

I found that the knife rode comfortably 

and securely in the provided pouch 

sheath. The belt loop is plenty big 

enough for a wide gun or work belt and it 

carried the knife so that the pommel sat 

about an inch above the beltline. 

Drawing the knife proved easy as the 

fishtail-shaped pommel provides a 

natural spot to hook a finger when 

drawing the knife from the sheath. While 

I often like a dangler-style sheath on a 

puukko or bushcraft knife, I found that 

the sheath provided worked just fine. For 

folks who aren’t a fan of the dangler, this 

pouch is just about perfect.

PERFORMANCE OF THE PUUKKO
The Scandi edge excels at wood carving, and the thin 3/32-inch Hound’s Tooth blade 

performed that task especially well. I found whittling to be e�cient and enjoyable. The 

edge bit deeply into both hard and soft woods, and once you found the angle to avoid 

biting too deeply, it made fine, delicate curls for fuzz sticks. I mentioned earlier that 

Above: The Hound’s 
Tooth’s 4 5/8-inch handle 
works well for the author’s 
medium-sized hands. 

Below: Handle options 
vary on the Hound’s Tooth. 
The author’s test knives 
featured Micarta handles 
with contrasting pommels 
and thick Micarta liners.
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Opposite Top: The 
squared 90-degree 
spine of the Hound’s 
Tooth made fine, 
powdery shavings for 
use as tinder.

Opposite Bottom: 
The Hound’s Tooth 
is capable of fine, 
delicate camp work 
such as this fuzz stick 
for use in starting a fire. 

Below: The puukko 
isn’t centerline like 
many bushcraft 
knives, but it still 
worked just fine for 
drilling a starter hole 
for a fire board.

thin doesn’t mean fragile, and I used the 

Hound’s Tooth like I would any other 

bushcraft or survival knife. 

I batoned it through smaller pieces of 

wood, up to 2 inches in diameter, and 

used the tip to drill out a fire board. 

It actually batons nicely because the 

thin blade doesn’t tend to bind in the 

wood like thicker knives sometimes do. 

The thin, light blade does lack heft for 

hacking tasks, so this is one area where 

you must trade chopping power for 

slicing e�ciency. Snap cuts on small 

limbs were quite doable though by 

choking back and hooking a finger over 

the pronounced pommel. 

For carving, I found that the rounded, 

somewhat barrel-shaped handle worked 

well for my medium-sized hand. It was 

thick enough that I could bear down and 

squeeze the handle without experiencing 

undue strain or hand cramping, and I never 

developed any hot spots. The handle-to-

tang fit is smooth and even, and no sharp 

edges were present on the handle. 

It’s worth noting that like most traditional 

puukko there is no guard of any sort on the 

Hound’s Tooth. I had no issues with that, 

but my friend Brian did have to watch to 

keep his index finger from sliding up on the 

blade. Brian has much larger hands than 

I do. He didn’t dislike the Hound’s Tooth 

because of this, but he did note that a 

slightly longer handle would be beneficial 

for him. 

FIRE STARTING IN 
A PINCH

Dan leaves the spines of the Hound’s 

Tooth at a sharp 90-degree angle, which 

makes then well suited for scraping or 

using as a ferro rod striker. In fact, it works 

extremely well with a ferro rod, and I was 

able to get some impressive sparks using 

it, which meant making fires faster, a 

bonus when you’re cold or wet. 

IN THE HOME
For food prep, the Scandi grind isn’t as 

e�cient as a flat grind, but the thin blade 

of the Hound’s Tooth still did an admirable 

job of trimming and dicing meat and 

cutting up fruits and veggies. It isn’t a 

chef’s knife by any stretch, and I wouldn’t 

add it to my kitchen knife block, but it 

does just fine for a camp knife. 

Household items were no match for the 

Hound’s Tooth. Twine and heavier cordage, 

duct tape, plastic packages and cardboard 

boxes all fell prey to the knife during my 

trial-and-error period. The CPM-154 held up 

extremely well, with no signs of chipping or 

edge deformation like you can sometimes 

get with a thin Scandi edge, and edge 

retention was excellent. I didn’t need to 

touch up the edge at all during a couple of 

months of use, including a full camping trip.
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Dan Eastland does a great job with the Hound’s Tooth, taking a traditional Finnish concept 

and turning it into a contemporary version with modern materials and construction 

techniques. The knife is entirely handmade in the USA. If you appreciate the attributes of 

classic puukko but want modern steel and a full tang, then the Dogwood Custom Knives 

Hound’s Tooth puukko may be exactly what you need.  KI

“THE EDGE BIT DEEPLY INTO BOTH HARD AND 
SOFT WOODS, AND ONCE YOU FOUND THE ANGLE … 
IT MADE FINE, DELICATE CURLS FOR FUZZ STICKS.”

For more information,

scan the QR code.

Or go to

https://goo.gl/BV9KEA

1-800-351-8900
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CUSTOM

QUALITY

BLADES ARE

100% MADE IN USA.

FLAT GROUND FROM

THE BEST USA MADE

STEELS AVAILABLE

AND CRYOGENTICLLY

HEAT TREATED.

YOU WILL NOT

FIND A BETTER

PRODUCT OR

VALUE.

DAMASCUS
#J4289 - $74.95

D2
#J4228 - $35.95

440C
#J4208 - $34.95

D2
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CPMS 30V
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Complete Your
Blade with

Genuine 550 lb.
Paracord.
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GAME
ON!
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THE GENTS HUNTER II LOCKBACK TACKLES THE RIGORS 
OF THE HUNTING GROUND   

BY JASON HOUSER

“LIKE ANY DISPOSABLE 
RAZOR ON THE 

MARKET, THIS KNIFE 
PROVIDED A SMOOTH 
SHAVE ON MY ARM.”

F
or many, nothing beats a 

fixed-blade knife, especially 

on hunting trips. The stigma 

that a lockback blade won’t 

hold up to the rigors of the outdoors, 

let alone the constant abuse a knife 

is put through when field-dressing 

large game, is about to be challenged 

with a new player in town, the Folding 

Gents Hunter II Lockback. 

Growing up, I remember my dad always 

carrying a big fixed-blade knife on his hip 

for field dressing game, just as I have a 

fixed-blade permanently attached to my 

hip for several months throughout the fall 

hunting season. However, I decided to 

give this lockback knife a try on a recent 

hog and axis hunt down in sunny Florida 

to see if it could withstand the constant 

punishment dished out by hunters in 

the field.

OUT OF THE BOX
When I first opened the carbon-fiber 

Folding Gents Hunter II Lockback 

from A.G. Russell, I was impressed 

with what I saw. It had a sleek design. 

Overall the knife was lightweight, 

yet it appeared to be durable enough 

to perform the heavy-duty tasks 

required in the field. Out of the box, 

the knife was sharp and held its edge 

through many of the everyday tasks I 

expect from a quality knife.  

When it was time to sharpen the 

lockback, it easily took an edge on a 

stone. I have since sharpened it using a 

wide variety of sharpeners and it reacted 

well every time. The carbon-fiber knife 

is a redesigned version of the popular 

Folding Gents Hunter.  The company 

saw the need for some changes and 

implemented them swiftly to provide 

a quality knife. Closed, it measurers 4 

3/8 inches and has a drop-point blade 

measuring 3 5/8 inches. The blade steel 

is 9Cr13CoMoV hardened to 58-60 Rc, 

and it weighs about 3.2 ounces, so you’ll 

hardly even notice you have it in your 

pocket. Just don’t forget about it when 

you do the laundry. With a reversable 

right or left clip, the knife is designed for 

tip-of-the-pocket carry.

PRELIMINARY 
TESTING
One of the first things I noticed and 

appreciated when I used the knife was 

how securely it held in my pocket. There 

was very little chance of losing it, but 

when it was time to remove the folder, 

it took very little effort to pull it from 

my pocket using my dominant hand. 

Reaching across my body to pull it free 

required a little bit more effort, but if 

The real test is seeing how this knife handles fi eld dressing a big wild boar.
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Contact
A.G. Russell Knives
(800) 255-9034
AGRussell.com

Using the knife to cut
palmetto branches for
a makeshift blind was
a breeze.

“FREEING THE ENTRAILS THAT NEEDED TO 
BE CUT LOOSE WAS LIKE CUTTING THROUGH 

WARM BUTTER …”

you are using this knife for field-dressing 

game animals, how often will you have 

to reach across your body to get at it?  

The blade opened easily and locked 

securely into place. The only thing a 

hunter might find more appealing is 

if the knife had thumb studs for easy 

one-handed opening. This would 

be particularly useful during messy 

situations after a successful kill. 

The first test I conducted was a shaving 

test. Like any disposable razor on the 

market, this knife provided a smooth 

shave on my arm. If a knife can do that 

directly out of the box, it is, without 

a doubt, worth further testing. I first 

used the knife on some squirrels in 

Illinois. I know cleaning a squirrel does 

not require much knife work to get the 

job done, but I was eager to test it out 

on something readily accessible.  The 

carbon-fiber lockback did exactly as I 

expected and cleaned up easily when I 

was done. With the prelims out of the 

way, it was time to move on to bigger, 

tougher test subjects.

GOING HOG WILD 
Our first task when hunting hogs in 

Florida was to create makeshift ground 

blinds that enabled us to get within 

archery range of the hogs that we were 

trying to put down. South Florida is 

unlike any area I’ve ever hunted before. 

The only natural material available 

that we could use were palmetto 

branches. If you have ever tried to snap 

a palmetto branch, you know how 

tough they can be. This knife made 

easy work of cutting off the branches, 

and I made a blind in short order. The 

Folding Gents Hunter II Lockback was 

proving its worth, and before long we 

had test subjects on the ground. 

I can’t think of a better way to see 

what a new knife is capable of than 

field-dressing and skinning a tough wild 
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The author found
it easy to pull the
knife free from his
pocket using his
dominant hand.

This knife’s simple,
yet e�ective design
proved that lockbacks
can tackle everything
a hunter's fixed-blade
knife can do.

hog. I figured if a knife could tackle this 

job, it could handle just about anything 

a hunter could throw its way. Wild hogs 

have a very tough hide, one that takes 

a sturdy knife to penetrate and skin. 

My gut feeling was that this knife was 

capable of the job, but only time would 

tell. The first slit was easy enough, and 

the knife effortlessly made its way 

to the chest cavity. I didn’t expect it 

to make it through the ribs, and I was 

right, it didn’t. Freeing the entrails that 

needed to be cut loose was like cutting 

through warm butter, and in no time the 

hog was field-dressed. 

The knife held securely locked 

throughout the process, and it stayed 

sharp and completed the task without 

any problems. It might have been better 

if the knife had a slightly longer blade, 

but it still did a good job. 
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Above: The Hunter 
II stays firmly locked 

when opened, so there 
is no fear of the blade 

accidentally folding 
and causing injury out 

in the field.

Right: Even a big wild 
hog was no match for 

the Gents Hunter II.

Blade Material: 9Cr13CoMoV
Blade Length: 3 5/8 inches
Closed Length: 4 3/8 inches
Handle Material: Carbon fiber
Weight: 3.2 ounces
Lock Type: Lockback 
Blade Style: Drop point
AGRussell.com
MSRP: $145

“THE KNIFE HELD SECURELY LOCKED THROUGH 
THE PROCESS, STAYED SHARP AND COMPLETED 

THE TASK WITHOUT ANY PROBLEMS.”

THE ULTIMATE 
TEST: SKINNING
The skinning process is where the knife 

would get its real test. Skinning a hog is 

not easy, but with just a couple of stops 

to touch up the blade, I skinned the hog 

as quickly as I have ever done before. I 

had high expectations for this knife’s 

capabilities, and it met and exceeded 

my hopes. 

During the following two days, the 

knife was used to field dress and skin 

four more hogs and a couple of axis 

deer. Besides the necessary sharpening 

that comes with using a knife in such a 

manner, it worked flawlessly. It fit my 

hand well, and I never felt in danger of 

the blade folding on me even when it 

was slicing through some very tough 
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Below: With a 
reversable right or 
left clip the knife is 
designed for tip-of-
the-pocket carry.

A.G. Russell Knives 101

A.G. Russell was born in Eudora, Arkansas, in the extreme southeast corner of the state. 

He began designing knives almost since he could hold a pencil. When he was nine, his 

grandfather helped him create his first knife. It was a knife only a mother could love, 

but he improved from there. A.G. made knives for fun until the early ’60s, but later he 

started selling them professionally and created his own business. He founded the oldest 

mail-order knife business in 1964, an aftermarket knife business in 1968 and the oldest 

knife collectors club between 1969 and 1970.

hog skin. That concern always lurks in 

the back of my mind when I use cheaper 

lockback knives of lesser quality, as I’ve 

done in the past.

CLEAN-UP TIME 
I recommend cleaning the blade as well 

as you can before closing it. If you have 

water readily available, that would work 

perfectly. When the knife is closed, all 

of the gunk, including blood and animal 

material, remains inside the knife. It’s 

easier to get rid of all that early on, 

rather than having to dig it out later. 

When dried, it may also impede your 

ability to quickly or easily open the knife. 

If you are looking for a good lockback 

knife that will fulfill just about any need 

you have as a hunter, the carbon-fiber 

Folding Gents Hunter II Lockback from 

A.G. Russell will fit the bill. Whether 

you are field dressing a hog in Florida, 

or gathering materials to construct 

a ground blind, this knife will work 

flawlessly. It did everything I asked of it 

and never let me down. 

With these rigorous tests behind me, a 

lockback knife has become an integral 

part of my hunting gear. KI

F
E

BUILT

+ HIGH CARBON STAINLESS STEEL BLADE

+ STONEWASHED ALUMINUM HANDLE 

+ DUAL THUMB KNOBS 

+ L INER LOCK 

+ INDEX FL IPPER 

+ STRAP CUTTER 

+ GLASS BREAKER 

+ POCKET CL IP 
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DOUBLE 
DUTY

WILSON TACTICAL’S 
ROVER TAKES 
ON RURAL AND 
CONCRETE JUNGLES

BY EJ SNYDER
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S
ize and weight matter, 

and for a foot soldier in 

the infantry, excessive 

ounces can equal 

pounds of misery. I personally 

debated this very thing when I 

was a soldier. I carried a bowie 

knife for years, but as modern 

warfare changed, so did the 

gear. We were getting better 

protective gear and more of it, 

which also meant carrying more 

weight. When it comes to a good 

blade for both tactical situations 

and survival, you really need to 

consider several characteristics.

I wish I’d had the option of the Rover 

knife from Wilson Tactical back when I 

was faced with this choice. It’s critical 

when scrambling across a battlefield 

or surviving out in the woods that you 

choose a knife that you can rely on to 

possibly save your life. Wilson Combat 

is a company known for providing 

necessary tools for dealing with possible 

life-threatening situations.

FIRST SIGHT
When I pulled the Rover out of the box 

and opened it up, I liked its whole look 

and vibe from the start. I love a knife 

with character or an in-your-face wow 

factor, and this knife, with its sleek 

curves and prominent drop-point spine, 

had a wicked, almost diabolical feel. It 

was way cool. The one I received had 

gray-and-black handle scales, but it 

comes in two other color handle options: 

solid black and OD. The gray-black 

handle coupled with the darker gray 

steel gave my Rover a sinister vibe that 

suited my tastes. 

It fit quite well in my large hands, which 

is frequently an issue for me. When I 

grasped the Rover in my hand, the grip 

felt great, very comfortable, with good 

ergonomics. The Rover felt solid, and 

its initial feel was balanced, which will 

contribute to reducing fatigue during 

sustained use. 
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Contact
Wilson Combat
ShopWilsonCombat.com

Above: The Rover, 
a combination of 
a beautiful design 
and practical cutting 
power.

Right: The handle o�ers 
decorative style and an 
easy-grip design.

STRAIGHT TO
THE POINT
I decided to put the knife through 

some unique, extreme cutting 

challenges. Out of the box, the Rover 

was very sharp with a nice edge, 

but how long would that edge hold 

up, how well would it perform its 

intended uses, and how much easier 

would it make those tasks for me 

remained to be seen.

I always use cardboard first to test 

a knife’s edge. Made from pressed 

materials, cardboard is infamous for 

dulling knives quickly. After a good 

half-hour of cutting, I did not notice 

any change in the edge or sharpness 

of the knife overall. 
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The high-quality leather
sheath keeps the Rover
nearby and secure at
your waist.

THE MAN BEHIND THE DESIGN

Wilson Combat teamed up with journeyman bladesmith Scott McGhee for its latest
knife offering, the Rover fixed blade. McGhee is known for handcrafting rugged
cutlery products that are beautiful and functional. He specializes in creating
high-performance knives out of carbon tool steel and high quality stainless steels.
All of McGhee’s knives are heat treated, tempered and tested to guarantee an
extremely durable work of art capable of holding an edge that many production
blades simply cannot match.

The Rover is one of McGhee’s high-performance fixed-blade knives made from
hand-ground O1 carbon tool steel with a black Parkerized finish and full tang
construction. It is a mid-sized tactical/bushcraft knife designed to be nearly inde-
structible under normal use with an edge fine enough for most hunting, tactical or
survival tasks.

Its scalloped Micarta handle stays comfortable even when wet or oily, and the
hand-sewn sheath harks back to the fine leather goods of past generations. The
exposed butt can be used as a striking tool or even a cap-lifter in a pinch. McGhee
wanted to offer up a good quality knife that would lend itself to both the tactical
and bushcraft worlds, and he succeeded.

Next, I moved to leather straps, and the 

Rover cut through them like they were 

nothing. I realized the same result when 

cutting through a thick piece of hard 

rubber tire. 

So far, I am impressed with how this knife 

was designed and how well it cut. I like 

its sharpness, and I think the grind on the 

blade is perfect for many cutting tasks. 

I like putting knives through extreme 

tests outside of their normal intended 

uses because I want to be confident with 

them if I ever need to defend myself. So, 

I stood a water bottle on its base and cut 

it in half cleanly, leaving the bottom half 

of the bottle still standing, and to my 

surprise, full of water. 

I performed some stabbing tests 

to check the point for piercing 

functionality. I stabbed a tire several 

times, and it went in with surprising 

ease. The tip appeared a bit thin, but it 

held up rather well. I finally stabbed the 

Rover into a door, and it went through it 

like it was a pumpkin. 

With all these tests complete, my 

confidence in the Rover was gaining 

traction.

“THIS KNIFE, WITH ITS 
SLEEK CURVES AND 
PROMINENT DROP-
POINT SPINE, HAD 

A WICKED, ALMOST 
DIABOLICAL FEEL.”

TESTING OUT IN 
THE FIELD
Throughout the past several weeks I 

used the Rover in the field in order to 

get used to handling it, and I was happy 

with how it performed. My next step was 

to mimic survival needs while out in the 

field. I wanted to make sure that anyone 

placed in a situation with the Rover 

would be able to fully understand where 

they stood from a survival standpoint. 

Although I did not do any skinning or 

gutting with it, I believe those tasks 

wouldn’t be an issue. It easily carved 
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Above: The Rover
chopped through a

piece of charred wood
with relative ease.

Right: Another
puncture test, this

time through a tire,
also proved very

successful.

Follow E.J. Throughout all
his adventures:
Instagram:
@ejsnyder333
email:
EJSnyder333@
yahoo.com

out feather sticks and made notches 

for traps with no problem, aided nicely 

by the flat spot on the back end of 

the spine where your thumb can add 

pressure as needed for the task. The 

point of the blade was very good for 

boring holes in wood, which would be 

helpful in making fire boards, and again, 

the knife had no issues making a fire 

board notch. 

I wasn’t exactly sure what to expect 

when it came to chopping because I’m 

generally a fan of bigger knives for this 

task. I used the Rover to chop into several 

pieces of wood ranging from soft pines 

to harder woods. The knife bit to a great 

extent, though not as well as some of 

the bigger knives I have used in the past. 

The Rover, due to its size, had to stick to 

smaller diameter wood for this task. It’s 

safe to say that you will not be chopping 

down the forest with this knife, but that’s 

okay because it wasn’t designed to do so. 
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“THE ROVER 
COULD EASILY 

MAKE QUICK WORK 
OF AND DISPATCH 

AN OPPONENT 
SWIFTLY.”

Chopping was much easier when I used 

a baton club, but the best place to strike 

with it was the back part of the spine. 

Again, due to its size, I had to stick to 

smaller diameter wood. I easily notched 

down smaller trees and created a spear, 

and the Rover had no trouble trimming 

the tip to a perfect point.

COMBAT READY 
IF NEEDED
As an avid knife fighter, I did some 

standard knife fighting drills using the 

Rover to observe its weight and balance 

during these necessary self-defense 

maneuvers. The Rover, in my opinion, 

could easily make quick work of and 

dispatch an opponent swiftly. It swings 

with ease and isn’t cumbersome when

flowing through standard knife-fighting

movements such as arcs, swings, stabs

and parries. 

I conducted several stabbing tests into 

a door and a thick piece of rubber, and it 

pierced both nicely. The overall thickness 

of the point handled the tasks cleanly, 

and I had no fear that the point could 

break during these tests. Compared to a 

door and piece of rubber, my tests using 

a watermelon and coconut stood no 

chance of stopping this knife, which was 

good because afterwards I got to enjoy a 

refreshing snack.

Impinda
Zulu: Fold, Repeat

Now available to order

at chrisreeve.com

A Harsey designed 

Slip Joint, with Reeve 

execution.

Chris
Reeve
Knives

•

 
RESCUE

STANDARD

A NEW STANDARD OF MULTI-TOOL
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SPECS

Left/Below: From the 
initial cut down to 
sharpening the point, 
the Rover created a 
spear in record time.

Right: The Rover’s 
puncture test was 
a success. It easily 
penetrated nearly  
all the way through 
this door. 

Right: Creating fire
curls was a cinch using
the sturdy blade and
required very little
e�ort on my part.

Blade Material: O1 steel
Blade Length: 5.5 inches
Overall Length: 10.5 inches
Blade Type: Plain full tang
Blade Finish: Parkerized
Handle Material: Scalloped Micarta
Sheath Material: Leather, hand sewn
MSRP: $459.95

ADDED TO MY 
GEAR 
After the dust settled and my tests were 

complete, I could say with confidence 

that the Rover passed with flying colors. 

It felt comfortable in my hand and 

tackled nearly everything I put in front 

of it. Every knife has its place, and the 

Rover now has one at my side. Whether 

for survival or everyday tasks, this knife 

will hold up today and for many more

years to come. KI

“I FINALLY STABBED THE ROVER INTO A DOOR, 
AND IT WENT THROUGH LIKE IT WAS A PUMPKIN.”
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YES! Sign me up for a subscription to Knives Illustrated and American Survival Guide for just $42.95.

That’s 19 issues for a total savings of $106.86 on the cover price.
FILL

IT
CUT

IT
SEN

D IT

JUST

SAVE
BIG ONLY $42.95

Or, log on to www.engagedmediamags.com/combo_kiasg and use promo code A483L4V2

or call 800-764-6278

Outside U.S., add $49 per year for postage. Payment in U.S. funds only.

Fill out the order form below and mail it, along with your payment information, to:
Engaged Media Inc., Lockbox # 70253, Philadelphia, PA 19176-9883

Sharpen Your 
Skills with This 
Great Deal

Method Of Payment Check Enclosed Credit Card Money Order Bill Me Later

Payment Through Credit Card Visa MC AMEX Discover Name On Credit Card

Credit Card Number                      Expiration Date     /    /

Subscriber Name                                 First                                                     Middle                                                     Last

Addressv

                                                            City                                                       State

Phone                                                                                   Email

Signature                                                                              Date          /  /

Get a 1-year subscription to 
both Knives Illustrated and 
American Survival Guide 
and save 71% on the combined 
cover price! Limited-Time Offer:  

Act Now!



HUNTER’S
TOY CHEST

JOHN BARTLOW
Model: Elk Hunter
Blade Material: CPM 154
Blade Length: 3 3/8 inches
Overall Length: 8 inches
Bolster Material: 303 stainless steel
Handle Material: Big horn sheep
Contact: 2JBartlow@Gmail.com

SPECS+            

MULTITASKING CUSTOM KNIVES BECOME YOUR 
SILENT PARTNER WHILE ON THE PROWL

STORY BY MICHAEL D’ANGONA, PHOTOS BY SHARPBYCOOP

T
o the layman, a knife is a knife, but for

those knowledgeable about the intricacies

of a knife’s design, this isn’t the case.

Knives serve specific purposes and don’t

function as well when taken out of their comfort

zones. Luckily for those who stalk in the wild,

these custom blades are designed to accompany

you on the hunt; where game needs to be broken

down quickly, skins removed and portions of

meat reduced for easy carry and storage. These

specialized creations become, not only a handy,

reliable tool, but a trusted companion when man

meets beast. KI
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BUTCH DEVERAUX
Model: Fixed Blade
Blade Material: 52100
Blade Length: 3 5/8 inches
Overall Length: 8 ½ inches
Bolster Material: Brass
Handle Material: Sheep horn
Contact: DeverauxKnives.com

SPECS+            
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JERRY FISK
Model: Fixed Blade
Blade Material: Damascus
Blade Length: 5 inches
Overall Length: 9 ½ inches
Bolster Material: Stainless steel
Handle Material: Stag
Contact: Jerry@JerryFisk.com

SPECS+            
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BILL GREULICH
Model: Drop Point Hunter
Blade Material: W2
Blade Length: 4 ½ inches
Overall Length: 9 ½ inches
Bolster Material: Nickle silver
Handle Material: Ringed gidgee
Contact: Bill@GreulichKnives.com

SPECS+            
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BRETT NOAKE
Model: Fixed Blade
Blade Material: Ladder Damascus
Blade Length: 3 ¼ inches
Overall Length: 7 ¾ inches
Bolster Material: 416 55
Handle Material: Cross-cut mammoth tusk
Contact: NoakeCustomKnives.com

SPECS+            
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WE SPECIALIZE IN SERVINGYOU

Domestic Producers of sheet and plate products for the knife industry.

Stainless and tool steel grades, all CPM knife steels plus new:

CPM cruwear, CPM 20-CV and 6/4 titanium sheet, and the

re-introduction of CPM S60V (CPM 440V).

Quick response. Quality workmanship.

Fax: 716-542-5555

sales@nsm-ny.com

1-800-424-0048

716-542-5552
12600 Clarence Center Road

Akron, New York 14001-0280 www.nsm-ny.com

Follow us on

www.facebook.com/gunworldmagazine/

instagram: GunWorldMagazine



SHARP SIDEKICK
STORY AND PHOTOS BY EJ SNYDER

EDGE OF SURVIVAL

To stay in touch with all
of EJ Snyder’s adventure’s
follow him at:
web: EJSnyder.com
Instagram:
@ejsnyder333
email:
EJSnyder333@
yahoo.com

WHY A KNIFE IS TRULY MAN’S BEST FRIEND

I
remember as a kid being

handed my very first folding

Buck hunting knife by my

father. It was a right of

passage in my family.

Receiving this coveted knife meant

you were coming of age and would

now be able to join the other men

on their hunting trips. However, it

meant a lot more to me than that. I

was handed something that became

my best buddy as I roamed through

the wild.

I used it not only for hunting, but also

for fishing, camping, whittling—just

about everything. I even remember

my mother yelling out the backdoor

several times, “EJ, don’t you do that!”

She often caught me trying to cut

down the clothesline for extra rope.

It was then that my love afair with

knives began.

Think back. When did you fall in love

with knives?

Knives Through
History
Knives have been man’s trusty

companion throughout the ages,

while he forged frontiers, brought

home food and constructed tools and

shelter. I know many men who were

very happy having a trusty knife when

they were in battle. Often, it meant

the diference between life or death.

Don’t even head out into the wild

without one. Survivalists and

bushcrafters depend on knives when

situations become dangerous.

Taking a trip far into the prehistoric

past, the first knives were invented

by Homo sapiens and were used as

weapons, tools and eating utensils.

The oldowon, the oldest known

knife discovered to date, was used

nearly 2.5 million years ago. Knives

EJ uses a modernversion of the 
Bowie knife, the Tops SXB, when 
out on adventures in the wilderness. 
Photo by Clint Jivoin.
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were originally made of fl int, rock, bone 

and obsidian. I often think about what 

a game-changer it must have been for

humans to have such a tool. I am certain

that it made their lives a lot easier.

I am sure that ancient man felt a boost

of self-confidence with a knife by his

side; a feeling of power, protection and

the satisfaction that comes with the

ability to do far more tasks successfully.

It always amazes me when I think how

far knives have come and how much

of a factor they were in people’s lives

thousands of years ago.

Moving a little further toward the

present, there’s a tale about Jim Bowie

that I’ve always loved. Bowie was

involved in a knife fight with three

men who had been hired to kill him.

Instead, Bowie killed the three assassins

with his new knife, and the legend

surrounding his eponymous blade was

firmly established. This story inspired

me to carry a Bowie knife, which I have

always favored. At present, I carry a more

modern version, the TOPS SXB.

Unlike prehistoric blades, modern knives

are made from materials such as ceramic,

iron, steel, titanium, bronze and copper;

and they are usually either a folder or

a fixed blade. Today, there are many

choices available to knife aficionados,

something to please anyone in a variety

of capacities.

An Old Friend is
Forever
I still have my original folding Buck

hunting knife, though it’s a bit worn from

45 years of use. It has been through a

lot, with rust, muck and a broken tip

(my own fault), but it still has the same

magic as the first time I opened it up.

To me knives are man’s best friend.

They have proven their loyalty, ability

and dedication to man throughout

thousands of years. They never complain

and are always available when you need

them, whether you’re relaxing at home or

when you are on The Edge of Survival! KI

“DON’T EVEN HEAD OUT INTO THE WILD
WITHOUT [A KNIFE]. SURVIVALISTS AND

BUSHCRAFTERS DEPEND ON KNIVES WHEN
SITUATIONS BECOME DANGEROUS.”

In nearly any environment, a knife is an indispensable tool for survival. Photo by Discovery Channel.

EJ still has his original Buck knife nearly 45 years after he
received it. It was the blade that taught him that a knife is
truly man’s best friend. Photo by E. Snyder.
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Instagram:
@Mike_Malosh_Knives

Website:
MaloshHandmadeKnives.
com

A LITTLE DEEPER
DIG

City: Gladwi
Education Ba
High school,

Family: Awe
and two kids
the moon for

Years Maki
Knives: 12

GETTING
PERSONAL

RISING TALENT

MIKE MALOSH’S EDC KNIVE

YOU BACK TO COWBOY COUN
A UNIQUE, MODERN FLAIR

STORY BY JOSHUA SWANAGON  |  PHOTOS BY MIKE

O
n my fl ight home from this 

past Blade Show, I took the 

opportunity to catch some 

needed sleep. While I was 

dozing, something irritated my arm 

that felt suspiciously like a bug. As I 

woke and swatted at it, I realized it 

was the shirt of the gentleman sitting 

next to me, whose arm I had just 

accidentally hit. After apologizing, 

we struck up a conversation and I 

discovered that I was chatting with 

Mike Malosh of Malosh Handmade 

Knives. He was very nice, and once 

I got home I decided to take a look 

at his knives. It didn’t take long to 

realize that he would be perfect 

for this issue, due to great work 

and his focus on hunting knives.

01 Down the 
Rabbit Hole
For a long time, Mike had been buying 

production knives to fi ll his dif erent 

cutlery needs. Eventually he turned 

his attention to custom handmade 

knives. At the time, he was working 

in a tool shop but decided that he 

could make a knife just as easily. In 

March of 2006, he began his trip down 

the rabbit hole of knife-making. 

His fi rst 20 were stock removal, which he 

used to jump right into the deep end by 

taking them to the Wolverine Knife Show 

the following month. He used the money 

he made at that show to purchase 

forging equipment and begin his part-

time shop in Gladwin, Michigan, or as he 

calls is, the Western Plains of Grout TWP. 

02 The Challenges
Mike has found that promoting his work 

has been a bit di�  cult and is constantly 

changing. At fi rst, he would travel to 

12 shows a year, but now he fi nds that 

people travel less to shows and use 

social media more, so he has been 

adjusting his methods to keep up with a 

developing promotional landscape.

03 Inspired
With his style following the traditional 

cowboy hunting knives, Malosh fi nds 

his inspiration from William Scagel, 

but more importantly the Jim Behring 

Scagel model. Mike has received a lot 

of help from Jim Behring throughout 

the years, and that has provided a lot 

of inspiration. He also fi nds a lot to like 

in Tad Lynch’s cowboy-style knives and

their clean constr

04 Mediu
Malosh has found

the best tool steel

although, in the pa

seeing knives mad

and has been impr

his handles he likes

and uses natural m

as bone, antler and

stacked spacers; al

05 Old School
He started with stock removal, but 

Mike has been forging his knives for 

almost the entirety of his 12-year 

career, adding to the authenticity of 

his style.

06 Ordering
Mike does not have any production 

models, but he does have about 

a dozen patterns he forges to. 

Because of this his knives are totally 

custom, and no two are the same. 

The best way to purchase one of 

Mike’s knives it to continue checking 

his website for availability. He does 

take requests, but he typically shies 

away from very specifi c requests and 

mostly works on his own style with 

input from the customer KI

THE H
IS ON
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